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1

11.2

2

The query cache is where the results of eventBase queries from PDA dashboards are stored. For more information about how
this works, see the information under Keeping dashboard query data valid" in the topic "Data update configuration."in the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.

3

Automic Download Center

4

Extract the zipped files to the place that you want to install Policy Orchestrator, for example to C:\Program Files.

5

Technical Support Team

6

Note:  Note: Starting with Version 10.0, the help text for PDA is in HTML5 format. This replaces the CHM help format, but
the content is identical and includes V10 feature updates. This change is part of the ongoing work to integrate and standardize
the documentation for Automic products.

7

Policy Orchestrator

8

11.2

9

What you can find in this section

:

10

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Processor (CPU) Minimum: 2.7 GHz 64-bit dual-core processor

Recommended: 2.7 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor

RAM 8 Gigabytes

http://downloads.automic.com/
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Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Hard Disk 3 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 20 GB

Display 1280 x 1024 24-bit

11

Predictive Analytics (PDA)

12

In ECC, you assign PCO roles to users in the Policy Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration
perspective.

13

Overview of SSL connection options between the ECC and Policy Orchestrator

14

Known Issues

15

Warning:  Warnung:  If you have multiple source systems (that is, more than one AE or AM database that you define
as a "UC4 System" for PCO), you have to be sure that you have separate EventBase databases for the source systems
(otherwise the data will be mixed and produce irrelevant results). Therefore, use different names in the DB Name field
for each EventBase throughout your PCO environment.

16

Typically, you define one EventBase for each source system database. You could also define more than one EventBase for a
single source system database. In this case, all EventBases are loaded with the relevant data from the source database. What
you should NOT do is to have more than one source database write to the same EventBase, because then the data will be mixed
and provide irrelevant results.

17

In ECC, you grant privileges to users in the Automation Engine/Privileges section of the Users &Groups function of the
Administration perspective.

18

Wildcard characters are not supported.
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19 Introduction

Welcome to the Predictive Analytics User Guide!

20

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.

21

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

22

In the folder where the

Policy Orchestrator

files have been extracted, run the install.bat file.

23

In this scenario you install one or more EventBases on separate databases as the Admin database.

• This is the most common installation scenario.
• Use this approach in a production environment, especially if your source data is coming from at least one medium- to large-

sized AE or AM system
• This scenario allows you to integrate multiple source systems(AE and/or AM systems, which are called "U4 systems" on

the Configuration Manager screens).

24

What you can find in this section

25

See also:

https://downloads.automic.com/
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26

Resources on the Automic website

27

This guide relates to Predictive Analytics version .

28

1. Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the following :

• Policy.Orchestrator_UI.Plug-in.API_<version_and_build_number>.zip
• Predictive.Analytics_UI.Plug-in_<version_and_build_number>.zip

2. Unpack (unzip) the files.
3. From the unzipped folder, move the following files:

• Policy.Orchestrator_UI.Plug-in.API.jar
• Predictive.Analytics_UI.Plug-in.jar

To: <Tomcat>\webapps\<ECC>\WEB-INF\autoinstall directory of your ECC Tomcat directory.

(<Tomcat> is the location of your Tomcat installation and <ECC> is the folder with your deployed ECC instance.)

Do nothing else. When the ECC autoinstall programs register a new JAR file in their folder, they execute the installation of
the related plug-in automatically.

29

Policy Orchestrator (PCO)

30

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

31

By default, every EventBase is enabled. This means that after you finish the installation, users can start to work with the
EventBase. If however, you want to just define the EventBase now but not allow users to see or work with the EventBase in
the Modelling Studio or PDA, then you can disable it here. To enable it again later, you will have to restart the Configuration
Manager and check Enabled, then apply the settings as described in Step 4 - Applying the Configuration.

32

There are two approaches that you can use for creating databases for PCO/PDA when you are using MS SQL databases. You
can already have defined a database in MS SQL and then just connect it during the installation process, or you can create and
connect it during the installation process with the steps that follow. (This option is not available for Oracle databases.)

33

Bug Fixes

http://www.automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
https://downloads.automic.com/
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34

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

35

Typically, you would install PDA and maybe even the Modelling Studio on a different machine than the PCO server. You
would do this partly because the client products must be installed locally and partly for better performance. However, you
could install them on the same machine, for example, for a test environment.

36

http://automic.com/company/contact-us

37

Predictive Analytics

38

In the meantime, please refer to the english version.

39 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

http://automic.com/company/contact-us
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
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Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

40

Known Issues

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

41 Automic Company

Automic Software is dedicated to business automation.

Global Headquarter:

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

42

The Insight Configuration Manager opens.

43

In ECC, you give users access to EventBases by selecting them from a list under the "Authorizations" heading in the Policy
Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration perspective.

44

Automic Support Site

45

In this scenario you configure the EventBase to be stored in the same database as the Admin database.

• Use this approach only for test and demonstration environments.
• Attention! You cannot create more than one EventBase with this approach.

46

Optionally, deselect the checkbox "Enabled" at the top of the screen to disable the EventBase.

47

Automic Community

48

If you have multiple source systems, give each database that will be used for an EventBase a unique name across your PCO
environment.This will prevent unwanted data mix-ups.

https://downloads.automic.com/
https://automationpassion.com/
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49

(line breaks for format reasons only)

50

community.automic.com

51

Automic Compatibility Checker

52

This guide is intended for

53

User Role Purpose

DBOWNER Always mandatory.

This user role is needed to complete the installation process.

DBCREATOR Only mandatory for creating databases during
installation.

This role is needed when you want to be able to create the
database from within the installation process.

54

If you use TNS a your DB connection method, make sure that the Windows environment variable TNS_ADMIN is defined
and points to the location of your tnsnames.ora file. If you already have Oracle client installed, depending on whether the
Connection Method in your DB Connection Settings is set to "Basic" and/or "TNS", you need to activate the EZCONNECT
and/or TNSNAMES options, respectively. By default both of these connection methods are active.

55

1. Unpack the Help files.

1.1 Download and unpack the files for the documentation. Do this by downloading and unpacking the following file from
the

Automic Download Center

:

"Predictive.Analytics_Documentation_Guides_<version number>.zip"
2.1 In the unpacked files, go to the folder "Documentation\Guides\webhelp".
3.1 Unpack "Predictive.Analytics_USER_GUIDE_en.zip".

Note:  At this point, you can start the help manually by clicking the "help.htm" file.
4.1 Move the folder "Predictive.Analytics_USER_GUIDE_en" to the place you want to store the help documentation so

that it is accessible to PDA users.
2. Configure PDA to make the help accessible from the PDA Help menu.

http://community.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility
http://downloads.automic.com/
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1.1 Go to where you have PDA installed, and open the folder

<PDA-Installation>\Insight
2.1 Open the file "UC4.Insight.Modules.xml" and search for the element "<component id="HelpModule">".
3.1 In the HelpFile parameter, set the path and file name for the start file for the help, "help.htm", for example:

<HelpFile>..\..\Predictive.Analytics_USER_GUIDE_en\help.htm</HelpFile>

56

Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team

57

Default value:

58

docs.automic.com

59

The French version of the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the next service pack, ECC
11.2.1.

60

This topic provides

61

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

62

For instructions, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide or online help.

63

Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the file

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

.zip.

64

Target Audience

http://docs.automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
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65

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and Predictive Analytics
Installation Guide.

66

www.automic.com

67

http://automic.com/about/training/

68

Bug Fixes

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

69

The data is extracted from the source database (AE or AM, which is defined on the "UC4 System" tab) and loaded into an
EventBase database for analysis. By doing this, the analytical queries do not create additional load on the operative systems.
The EventBase database can be an Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle database.

70

Automic Software GmbH

71

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

72

Automic Download Center

73

support@automic.com

74

The Policy Orchestrator Gateway manages all communication

The ECC communicates with Policy Orchestrator via its Gateway, so you need to configure the ECC so that it can locate the
gateway. You do this in the decision.properties file, as described in the following steps:

1. In your Tomcat web server go to the folder \webapps\<ECC>\config\ecc-backends-pco, and rename the
decision.properties.sample file to "decision.properties".

2. Open the renamed file and update the configurations to describe the gateway that is to be used for the Policy Orchestrator
Plug-in in the ECC.

http://www.automic.com
http://automic.com/about/training/
https://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
mailto:support@automic.com
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Parameter Description

host The host where the PCO Gateway is running.

Default: hostname

Note:  Note for SSL: This must match the hostname with
the certificate CN and gateway hostname that is defined
in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for the PCO
Gateway.

port The port for the PCO Gateway

Default: 9898

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with
ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and
Predictive Analytics Installation Guide.

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with
ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and
Predictive Analytics Installation Guide.

path The base path of your PCO Gateway installation, which is
essentially the root path in the PCO Gateway URL.

Most installations use the default value.

enableSSL Indicates whether SSL is used to access PCO

Valid values: "true" or "false"

For complete information about using SSL to secure the
connection between the ECC and PCO,

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with
ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and
Predictive Analytics Installation Guide.

3. Restart the Apache Tomcat service so that the configuration changes go into effect.

75 Introduction

 Preface
In today's networked business environment, event-based systems are gaining increasing popularity. With event-based systems,
business processes can be continuously monitored in real-time. They enable fast decision cycles based on a large number of
observable business events which can be used to discover and react on exceptional situations or business opportunities. Event-
based systems are characterized by their adaptive nature, the ease of their integration and their loose coupling.

The success of event-driven business solutions depends on an ongoing learning process. It is an iterative cycle including
the analysis and interpretation of past processing results and the conversion of these results into the event-processing
logic. Analysis tools are required which are tailored to the characteristics of event data to answer questions like: Where did
irregularities occur in my business? Did processes change over time? Does my business slow down, or can certain processes
be executed more efficiently? Which of different execution paths of a process is most efficient? Which contributors to my
business process are most valuable? Upon which data were past, automated decisions made? Did errors occur in the automated
decision process? What happened at a certain point in time at a certain location and who was involved? To answer these
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questions, the business analyst has to be equipped with extensive retrieval tools to extract required data sets. Also expressive
visualizations are necessary to navigate through event data and recognize recurring patterns and irregularities that influence the
business performance.

Predictive Analytics

11.2

is an analysis tool that focuses exclusively on the analysis of business data from event-based systems. It emphasizes the
temporal occurrence of events and patterns in the various execution paths of business processes. Back-tracing of past events
is possible down to the level of single events. Discovery of irregularities in a data screening is supported by aggregation and
highlighting methods, that allow to drill down event-groups from overview to detail.

The following sections aim on providing a most insightful introduction and overview to Predictive Analytics without naming
detail aspects of the software system. "Why Event-Driven BI Tools are Gaining Ground" motivates the event-driven way
of business analysis, emphasizing on strengths and characteristics of these analysis techniques. "Why a Picture is Worth a
Thousand Events" argues why enhanced visualizations are not just the fine-tuning of an event-based BI tool but of essential
importance and why they are still underestimated in contrast to well-known charting. In "Business Events: The Analysis Data"
an overview is provided on where the analysis data come from and how they are structured. Finally, in "Visualizing Business
Events", the basic visualization techniques are introduced as well as the facilities provided by the analysis workspace are
named and shortly described.

After reading through this introduction you should:

• understand the rational behind the event-driven way of BI in Predictive Analytics
• have a mental picture of the system outlines
• understand where the analysis data come from
• understand what Predictive Analytics shows in its visualizations
• have an impression of what differs Predictive Analytics from traditional analysis tools

 Motivating Predictive Analytics Approach
In consideration of a market offering a wide range of BI tools, mostly well-known and mature OLAP analysis systems, the
legitimate question arises why Predictive Analytics

11.2

can offer a company an edge. The following sections shortly highlight the Predictive Analytics approach towards business
process analysis.

 

 Why Event-Driven BI Tools are Gaining Ground

In the domain of business intelligence and analysis many approaches exist, from online-analytical processing (OLAP) to data
mining techniques. These technologies are applicable for the analysis of event-based operational business data as well, but they
do not take into consideration the nature and special characteristics of events. Some of these characteristics are:

• The major importance of the time dimension in the data (i.e., cause-chains can result from the co-occurrence of certain
incidents which normally do not correlate directly).

• The multitude of the data dimensions represented in event attributes, causing a large number of distinct data points of
varying meaning (i.e., if 20 types of events can occur, and each captures around 10 attributes of context information for this
event, 200 attributes can be utilized for the analysis).

• The possibility to trace incidents at the lowest possible level of single events, instead of having only key-figures available.
• The availability of the analysis data in near real-time.
• The query-able character of the events that allow for a step-wise navigation through the data repository and a direct

interaction model.

While Predictive Analytics does not claim to substitute classical BI tools, it emphasized these aspects and is therefore an
enabler for new analysis techniques that bring formerly unknown coherences to light. The focus is set to low-level business
process analysis. Low-level in this context means that occurrences are analyzed at a level which actually allows to track what
is going on step by step.

Important

Instead of knowing only, for example that transports in May completed within 3 days on average, we can now see, how they
were completed, and which incidents occurred during each transports. Having this information available, one cannot only
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argue that transports are slowing down in comparison to a reference period, but can understand why they are slowing down by
simply analyzing those events that caused delays.

The analysis techniques, an event-driven analysis tool, give companies a head start on the competition by having the
opportunity to exactly understand how business processes are executed in the real-world. This goes far beyond existing
reporting and analysis possibilities.

 Why a Picture is Worth a Thousand Events

The previous section underlined the power of event-driven analysis tools to recover at a low level how processes were
executed and when, why and how exceptions occurred. Actually, it is not impossible to track such data in current data stores
and retrieve this information without a sophisticated analysis tool, for instance with text-based queries. The problem here is the
lack of an accurate presentation of the data to capture coherences instead of just reading single data values.

With visualization techniques such as the Event Tunnel (see "Visualizing Business Events") , many of the available data
dimensions can be encoded at once in a visualization. Hundreds of events can be visualized in one single view. Information
is naturally encoded in the positions, colors and sizes of events. Complete sequence of events are immediately visible. These
options clearly exceed the capabilities of other approaches and speed-up the analysis process.

In Predictive Analytics the scope of a query can be dynamically adjusted, large data sets can be visualized and handled as well.
In this way, a discovery process is possible that does not focus on formerly known aspects but navigates through the data to
undetected but decisive aspects for a sound analysis.

 Business Events: The Analysis Data
Obviously, before studying an analysis tool itself, it is helpful to understand what it actually analyses. The subsequent sections
describe what data can be investigated, where these data come from and how they are structured.

 Where the Analysis Data come from

Predictive Analytics analyses business events. These events are captured by adapters from the business environment and
processed by an event-based system such as Policy Orchestrator. An auditing service captures these events and stores them
to a data repository called 'Event Database' or just 'EventBase'. Furthermore, the events are indexed for quick retrieval of
correlated events. This process is illustrated in the figure below. One decisive advantage is that the events are available for the
analysis in real-time. This enables the utilization of Insight in the operational business instead of performing analyses only at
scheduled time intervals, with large delays.

Capturing Process Events for Analysis Purposes
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 The Query-Driven Approach

Predictive Analytics follows a query-driven approach. The analyst extracts a subset of data from the EventBase. These data
are visualized and can be navigated to gain insight on past occurrences. The query-driven analysis process can be referred to
as a continuous cycle, illustrated in the figure below. A query can be more or less complex, from a simple key-word query to
sophisticated queries that combine multiple conditions the returned events must fulfil. The retrieved events are then rendered
by Predictive Analytics, whereby the rendering can be customized and configured by the business analyst. The analyst's
interpretation of the visual outcome may lead to a follow-up query, or a refinement of query and configurations, until the
required information is rendered visible.

Query-Driven Analysis-Cycle

One advantage of the query-driven approach is that the analysis is not limited to a predefined data set. With queries, the analyst
can continuously narrow or broaden the analysis horizon, to oscillate between overview and detail. It is possible to navigate
through the data step-wise. One clue in a rendering may be enough to formulate a query that extracts formerly undiscovered
datasets. In this way, throughout an analysis typically new, unexpected aspects are discovered.

 How the Data is Structured

Events occur continuously, in irregular time intervals. One may see the events from a business environment as a stream,
floating into the event-based system to be processed and interpreted.

Figure 1.3. Stream of Events

 Visualizing Business Events
The previous sections provided an introduction to the data that is displayed in Predictive Analytics and where these data come
from. This section seamlessly steps to how these data are presented to the analyst.

 Perspectives

A perspective defines the layout and visibility of panels. There are several predefined perspectives for certain tasks available
but you can also add new perspectives.
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For better organization and overview, there are different perspectives available for Predictive Analytics:

• Search & Visualize
• Templates View
• Dashboards
• Administration

In the 'Search & Visualize' perspective you can find every panel necessary for searching and visualizing the search results.
The 'Templates View' perspective shows panels for viewing and loading templates but not for modifying the visualization.
The 'Dashboards' perspective only shows the dashboard panel. Loading data from a dashboard will automatically switch
to the 'Template View' perspective. If you do administrative work, e.g. creating a user in the User Management panel, the
'Administration' perspective perfectly suits. Users of certain roles are allowed to use only certain perspectives (see Chapter 21,
User Management).

In the upper-right corner of Predictive Analytics you can find the 'Manage perspectives' button to add, edit or remove
perspectives.

Figure 1.7. Manage perspectives

A click on this button will show following dialog:
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Figure 1.8. Perspectives Management

 Adding a new perspective

To add a new perspective, click the green 'Plus' button. This will add a new entry to the list of available perspectives on the
left of the dialog. The name of the new perspective can be edited in the right part of the window. Moreover, you can choose
an icon for the new perspective for easier recognition among the icon list. This icon and the name of the perspective will be
shown with all other perspectives in the upper-right corner of Predictive Analytics. After the desired changes have been made,
click 'Finish' to add the perspective or 'Cancel' to discard all changes made.
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 Deleting a perspective

The Perspective Management also allows you to delete perspectives except for the ones predefined. To delete a perspective
select it and click on the red 'Delete' button.

 Resetting a perspective

Every position of each perspective will always be saved when closing Predictive Analytics or when switching between
two different perspectives. If you want to reset a perspective to its original layout, select the perspective in the Perspective
Management and click 'Reset Window Positions' and then 'Finish'.

Only the predefined perspectives can be reset to their default state.

76 The EventBase

 Introduction
An EventBase is the repository where the relevant event data of an application is stored and prepared for analysis with
Predictive Analytics. EventBases contain not only events but also correlation relations, allowing a user to query the EventBase
for specific information.

 FAQ
Q: Why is my EventBase 'X' not available in the EventBase

selection?

A: The EventBase selection shows all EventBases that are
correctly registered in the Decision AdminNode. Contact
your administrator or check the AdminNode log-file if the
EventBase was started correctly.

77 The Event Tunnel

 Placement Policies
Placement policies determine the methods and rules for allocating the space in the event tunnel visualization. While the
event's distance from the center of the tunnel is unambiguously determined by the time the events occurred, the space
allocation around the rings is not naturally defined but can be modified with different policies. Currently the policies 'Sector',
'Correlations', 'CESP' and 'Fill Space Policy' are available and can be selected in the placement view.

Note:  Note: If this placement view is not visible in Predictive Analytics workspace, it can be displayed by selecting 'View |
Placement' from the program's main menu.

Placement policies provide different views onto one search result. Switching between placement policies allows to select
the most appropriate event placement in the event tunnel for the current analytical task. The following sections describe the
placement strategy of each policy and explain their usage and advantages.

 Centric Event Sequence Placement Policy (CESP Policy)

The CESP policy is focused to support the visualization of sequences of correlated events. For a sequence of correlated events,
it starts plotting these events side by side from the inside to the outside. If two events would overlap, the policy is defined to
translate the second event to the right. Therefore, events with a large time distance are placed on a straight line from the center
outwards, temporally close events are placed nearly side by side on one ring. As a result, various patterns render visible which
are characteristic for a certain business domain or application. Analysts will discover many such patterns over time. The figure
below shows a simple example of several correlations representing the events in a typical ticket management process plotted
with the CESP policy. The two long, straight lines represent two tickets which were open for a long time.
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Figure 3.2. Using the CESP Policy to Plot Correlations in the Event Tunnel

The CESP policy can be only applied on queries within the search scope 'correlated events' as the placement relies on
correlation information (see Chapter 7, Searching).

 CESPP Options

The CESP policy provides two options to refine the placement calculation

• Positioning density - This slider influences the granularity of the placement algorithm which puts a virtual grid over the
tunnel and arranges the events as best as possible in this grid. The higher the granularity, the finer is this virtual grid. The
result is that if the granularity is high, events are placed closer together, with low granularity, the distance will increase. But
with increasing number of events, the amount of overlapping will increase rapidly as well.

Tip

Move the slider to the left side to set a low granularity, move to the right to set a high granularity. Move the slider until you
get a sophisticated view depending on what you actually want to analyze in the tunnel.

• Correlation set plotting priority list - It is possible that one event is part of several different correlation sets. The ordering
in the 'Correlation set plotting priority' list determines which correlation set has priority to calculate the position of the
event in the event tunnel. The higher a correlation set is in this list, the more accurate it will be plotted in the tunnel. Use
the 'Arrow Down' and 'Arrow Up' button to reorganize correlation set priorities.

After changing the settings, click the 'Apply' button to update the event tunnel visualization.

 Fill Space Policy

The Fill Space Policy defines that events, which overlap on a time ring, are simply stringed together to fill up the space. This
policy allows to create event tunnels that compare the quantity of events distributed along the time rings.
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Using the Fill Space Policy in the Event Tunnel

The only option for the Fill Space Policy is the stack densitiy. The highest value for the stack density will place all events of a
sector ring at the first position (starting on the right middle side of the tunnel). The lower the density is, the more distance there
will be between the single events.

 Correlations Placement Policy

The events are distributed by their correlation. The correlations are placed next to each other and are drawn as a straight line
through the tunnel. This placement policy only makes sense for sets of events with defined correlations.
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Using the Correlations Policy to Plot Correlations in the Event Tunnel

 Sector Placement Policy

The Sector Placement Policy divides the tunnel into sectors, similar to a pie chart. It allows to analyze event distributions over
time and according to different criteria. Examples for distribution aspects in the data are:

• When do certain types of events occur?
• Do accumulations of certain event types occur?
• What is the distribution of a certain event attribute's value in the result set? (e.g. How does the priority of tickets vary?)
• What are the quantities of value categories? (e.g. How many errors occur on each host?)

The definition and appearance of the sectors can be adapted to support the user's analysis tasks. Two types of sector
distributions are available: 'Event Object Type' and 'Attribute'. The sector placement policy can be applied to both types
of queries 'Correlated Events', as well as 'Single Events'. 'Sectors by Event Object Type' is the default policy when starting
Predictive Analytics.

 Sector Distribution by Event Object Type

This sector distribution creates one sector for each event object type in the result set. The event tunnel plots all events of a
type into the specific sector and shows the event type's name as labels of the sectors. The sector color can be changed in the
placement panel. Per default the sector sizes are adjusted to the relative number of events in each sector. To obtain uniformly
sized sectors, deactivate the 'auto-adjust mode'.
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Figure 3.5. Sectors by Event Object Type

 Sector Distribution by Attribute

The sector distribution by attribute creates sectors for the values of a specific event attribute. If the event attribute data-range
in the result set contains a countable number of values (e.g. discrete string values) one sector per value is created. If the event
attribute data-range contains a numeric range of data, sectors are split into value intervals by default.

The drop-down selection list 'Attribute(s)' contains a list of all event object types and their attributes. Additionally it contains
an entry named 'Global Attributes'. This entry includes all attributes that occur in multiple event types.

Tip:  Tip: If one selects a specific attribute of an event type, the events of this type are distributed across the sectors according
to their attribute value. All events of other types are placed in a default sector. If one selects an attribute from the 'global
attributes' entry, each event that has the attribute defined is placed into the matching sectors. If an event does not have the
attribute defined, it is placed in the default sector.

The sector's value (or value interval) is shown as a label in the event tunnel. The following figure makes use of the auto-adjust
mode. The advantage is that one can directly compare the amount of events in each sector by looking at how tight the events
are plotted to each other.
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Sector Placement Policy with 'Attribute' Sector Distribution and Uniformly Sized Sectors

 Auto-adjust Mode

The Auto-adjust mode assigns each sector an individual size depending on its number of events. This way you can easily find
sectors with a high event rate. If you do not use this feature, Predictive Analytics will assign each sector the same size.

To use the auto-adjust mode, click the 'Auto-adjust mode' button in the toolbar and then click the 'Apply' button to see its
effect.

 Discrete Values

For sector distribution by attributes using numerical attributes, you can use the 'Discrete values' feature to create a sector for
each discrete value. This makes sense for attributes having a certain and small amount of possible values like a grade attribute,
where 1 means good and 5 means bad. In this case, using discrete values will make five sectors, one for each grade.

If you do not use discrete values, Predictive Analytics will create as many sectors as defined in the input box 'Number of
Ranges' in the toolbar.

 Distribute Event Positions

By distributing event positions, events are equally distributed in the sector. Usually, for example in a sector with a range of
1-10, events with an attribute value of 1 are placed at the beginning of the sector and events with an attribute value of 10 are
placed at the other end of the sector. Activating 'Distribute Event Positions' places a single event in the middle of its sector
independantly of its actual value. If there are more events than one, they are placed with an equal distance next to each other.
This option adds more information about the number of events per sector because no events overlap.
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 Number of Ranges

This can be edited to define the number of ranges and therefore sectors for the time line. It is only enabled if 'Discrete Values'
is not activated and the attribute for the sector distribution is of a numerical type.

 Grey-White Mode

The sectors in the event tunnel can be colored or in grey-white mode. Latter will only use grey and white colors alternately as
sector background color.

 The Default Sector

The default sector collects all events which do not meet any other sector condition. For example, when using a certain event
attribute like 'Priority' it might occur that certain events do not have this attribute. They will therefore be plotted in the default
sector. For sector distribution by event object type, obviously no default sector is required at all, as each event belongs to a
defined event object type.

It is possible to manually decide on whether to show a default sector or not in case of using sector distribution by attribute. In
the toolbar, an according button is available. The use of this feature is that one can hide the default sector completely, if he is
not interested in the events plotted in this sector.

 Sorting Sectors

By default, sectors are sorted by the sector size.

It is possible to manually change the order of sectors. In order to to this, select a sector in the table, and click the 'move up'
or 'move down' button in the toolbar. After having adjusted the sectors accordingly, click 'Apply' to update the event tunnel
visualization.

Moreover you can use the 'Sort by Name' or 'Sort by Size' buttons to achieve a specific sorting.

 Interaction
This section describes the basic interaction possibilities with the event tunnel. By offering features like zooming, highlighting
and selecting, the event tunnel panel is an interactive and intuitive visualization. The following sections describe each feature
in detail. After reading through this section you should be familiar with the basic usage of the event tunnel view.

 Adding a new Event Tunnel

To add a new event tunnel click on the 'Add EventTunnel' button next to the EventBase selection combobox.

Figure 3.7. Adding a new Event Tunnel

 Sizing

This feature allows to adapt the size of all events displayed in the Event Tunnel panel. To increase the default size, hold
CTRL and press +. In order to decrease the size, hold CTRL and press -. Sizing is very useful to display events more clearly
arranged. This way, large sets of events are easier to analyze and interpret. Sizing is not to be confused with zooming.

 Tunnel Zooming and Dragging

Dragging allows to freely move the event tunnel in the panel. To drag the tunnel, left click inside the event tunnel panel, hold
the left mouse button while moving the mouse. During the drag operation the tunnel is shown without textures as illustrated
in Figure 3.10, "Event Tunnel during Drag and Zoom Operations". Releasing the left mouse button repaints the full tunnel at
the new location. This behaviour can be adjusted in the settings by right-clicking in the background of the event tunnel (see
Chapter 4, The Event Chart).

Dragging is a very useful operation in combination with zooming. To see a certain detail, it is useful to enlarge the rendering
by zooming in and dragging the tunnel to center the desired section.
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Figure 3.10. Event Tunnel during Drag and Zoom Operations

Zooming is provided in two ways:

• Zoom by mouse - Click and hold the right mouse button. To zoom in (i.e. move into the tunnel to see older events) move
the mouse up. To zoom out (i.e. move out of the tunnel) move the mouse down.

• Zoom by keyboard and mouse wheel - In the event tunnel panel press the CTRL key and spin the mouse wheel. Moving
the mouse wheel up zooms in. Moving the mouse wheel down zooms out.

Tip:  Tip: If the event tunnel has disappeared completely from the panel (because of drag and zoom operations), right-click
in the panel and select 'Zoom To Default' from the context menu. The tunnel is then repainted at its default position with its
default zoom level.

 Time Interval Highlighting

The event tunnel allows to highlight time slices to support analytical tasks. The advantage of this feature is that the time slice is
also highlighted in the time line and event chart visualization (if time placement is applied). In this way it is possible to quickly
recognize at which point in time certain events occurred. Of course this also works vice versa: Highlighting a time interval in
the time line or event chart will also generate a time highlighting in the event tunnel. In addition, the time-line visualization
provides the exact start and end date of a time interval. Figure 3.11, "Time Interval Highlighting: Highlight 'Time Rings' in the
Event Tunnel" shows the blue highlighting of the selected time interval on the tunnel's hull.

Highlighting a time interval can be achieved by left clicking an empty area on the tunnel's hull. The selected 'time ring' is
colorized blue. If one wants to highlight a larger time interval one has to hold the SHIFT key and then click two 'time rings'.
The clicked rings and any inbetween will be selected. To release highlighting left-click outside the tunnel on the background.
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Figure 3.11. Time Interval Highlighting: Highlight 'Time Rings' in the Event Tunnel

 Event Selection

To provide detailed information about a specific event, the event tunnel view provides two features: tooltips and event
selection. Tooltips are shown when a user hovers over an event. The information which should be shown in the tooltip can
be adjusted in the tool tip settings of Predictive Analytics preferences (see Chapter 20, Preferences). There you can select the
attributes to be shown for each event object type individually.

To select an event, one must left click the event bullet. An event is marked as selected by a rectangle around the event bullet
and four filled squares at the corners of that rectangle as shown in Figure 3.12, "Event Selection: Select Multiple Events in the
Event Tunnel". Multiple events can be selected by holding the CTRL key while clicking the events. Holding the CTRL key
while clicking on selected events will deselect them.
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Figure 3.12. Event Selection: Select Multiple Events in the Event Tunnel

Selecting events highlights the events in the tunnel and it also updates other Predictive Analytics visualizations. The selected
events are for instance listed in the Info Box panel and highlighted in the Time Line panel. By selecting events a user can
obtain detailed event attribute information that is shown for example in the Info Box panel.

 Correlation Selection

To provide information about a specific correlation, the event tunnel provides features similar to event selection. However,
correlations are typically not shown automatically in the event tunnel. Before selecting a correlation it must be highlighted
first. Correlation highlighting can be achieved by right clicking a correlated event and select 'Correlations | Show all' or a
specific correlation from the context menu.

Left click the colored band of the correlation to select it. If one wants to select multiple correlations he must hold the CTRL
key while clicking the bands of the correlations. Similar to event selection other Predictive Analytics visualizations are updated
to view the correlation(s). Again the 'Info Box' panel provides rich information about the selected correlation(s).
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Figure 3.13. Correlation Tooltip: Tooltip is Shown when the User Hovers over a Correlation

Tip:  Tip: It is possible to select events and correlations simultaneously. Just hold the CTRL key and select events and/or
correlations in an arbitrary order.

 Context Menus

 Advanced Configurations
Advanced configurations allow to enrich the representation of the events shown in the event tunnel. The configurations allow
to map event properties and attributes onto the event appearance in the tunnel to highlight significant events. Events are made
up of bullets and borders and both can have different colors and a different sizes.

The configurations can all be set in different panels. Configuration panels that concern the event tunnel are:

• Sizes (see Size Coding)
• Colors (see Event Color Configuration)
• Shapes (see Shape Coding)
• Correlations (see Correlation Highlighting)

 Tunnel Legend

The legend of an event tunnel is shown by default and can be hidden by double-clicking the grey bar on the left side of it. It
shows information about the timestamp of the first and last event that is displayed in the event tunnel, the placement policy and
used shape and color codings. This serves as a quick overview about the most important event tunnel configurations.
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Legend of an Event Tunnel

 See also:
• The Time Line
• Searching
• The Info Box
• Event Color Configuration
• Shape Coding
• Correlation Highlighting
• Filters

78 The Event Chart

 Interaction
In the following, the main features for interacting with the displayed data in the Event Chart panel are explained. The Event
Chart panel supports features like zooming and scrolling, as well as selecting single or multiple events and correlations. The
following sections describe each feature in detail.
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 General Settings
This section explains how to use the chart settings menu and the top menu of the Event Chart panel. These menus allow to
define the basic chart settings as well as providing possibilities to change the display settings and rendering quality.

 Chart Settings Menu

To reach the chart settings menu to define the major settings, right-click on the background of the panel and select
'Configuration' from the appearing context menu, as shown below.

Background Context Menu: Chart Settings Menu

In the following, the functionalities of the chart settings dialog are described in detail.

 Top Menu of the Event Chart Panel

The top menu of the Event Chart panel consists of multiple drop-downs. Every axis is represented by a drop-down menu
as well as, when using EA Expression Placement Policy every group of event types or independent event types. The
functionalities of these menus are explained in detail below.

 Drop-Down for Axes

The drop-down menu for the two axes allows to select the chart type, define which axis should be used for charting and set
scale options.
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Drop-Down Menu for an Axis

Chart type settings:

• Use X-axis or Y-axis chart types: This option allows to define whether to use the chart type selected for the X- or Y-axis.
Moreover, the selection sets which grouping shall be used.

• Chart type selection: All possible chart types for both orientations are listed here. The chosen chart type will be set as a
default for the axis if the current axis has been selected above. For more information about chart types, see in the chart
types section.

Scale options:

(Only available for EA Expressions, otherwise greyed out)

• Align scale ranges: Defines whether the scales of the different groups and event types have the same range. If checked, all
scales have the same numeric minimum and maximum.

• Link scales: If activated, the scales of all event types are linked, i.e. changing the scaling of one axis will set the same
scaling for all the other scales defined for the axis.

 Drop-Downs for Placement-Policy created scales

The drop-down menu for the two axes allow to select the chart type, define which axis should be used for charting and set
scale options.
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Drop-Down Menu for a Placement Policy

Scale color: Allows to define the color of the scale.

Chart type settings:

• Use X-axis or Y-axis chart types: This option allows to define whether to use the chart type selected for the X- or Y-axis.
Moreover, the selection sets which grouping shall be used.

• Chart type selection: All possible chart types for both orientations are listed here. The chosen chart type will be used for
this scale if the current axis has been selected above. For more information about chart types, see in the chart types section.

 Drop-Downs for EA Expressions

The drop-down menu for the two axes allows to select the chart type, define which axis should be used for charting and set
scale options.
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Drop-Down Menu for a Group of Event Types

Scale color: Allows to define the color of the scale.

Chart type settings:

• Use X-axis or Y-axis chart types: This option allows to define whether to use the chart types selected for grouping of the
the X- or Y-axis. Moreover, the selection sets which grouping shall be used.

• Chart type selection: All possible chart types for both orientations are listed here. This menu is only activated if the current
axis has been selected above. The chosen chart type affects only the data points of the referring group of event types.

For EA expression scales, the bottom of the drop-down menu additionally displays a short summary of the scale: the group
name if its a grouped scale and the EA Expression if it is not a grouped scale.

 Chart Types

In the drop-down menus of axes, event types and groups you also have the possibility of choosing a 'Chart Type'.

The table below explains and shows all possible chart types.
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Data points: The events are displayed as data points.
This chart type, also defined as a default, is useful for the
investigation of event correlations. Since this chart type is
independent of orientation, it is only listed once.

The first example shows events plotted due to the predefined
policies time and fill space.

The second example shows the resulting depiction due to a
sector placement policy on both axes.
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Line chart with data points: The events are displayed as
data points and connected through a line. The line color is
defined by the scale color. The example on the right shows a
vertically oriented chart applied on grouped event types.
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Filled line chart with data points: The events are displayed
as data points and connected through a line of the referenced
scale color. Moreover, the space created between this line and
the axis is filled. The example chart is vertically oriented and
shows two groups of events.
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Line chart: The events, i.e. data points, are connected by
a line of the referenced scale color but not individually
displayed. The example chart is horizontally oriented, using
two predefined placement policies - the time and the fill-
space policy.
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Filled line chart: The events, i.e. data points, are connected
by a line of the referenced scale color and the space created
between the line and the axis is filled. The example shows
a vertically oriented chart using two predefined placement
policies - the correlation and the time policy.
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Filled bar chart: Displays the data as bars using the data
points as a defining height. Moreover, the space created by
the bars is filled. The example chart is vertically oriented,
using two predefined placement policies - the fill-space and
the correlation policy.
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Bar chart: Displays the data as bars using the data points as a
defining corner. The example chart is horizontally oriented,
using two predefined placement policies - the time and the
fill-space policy.

 

 Placement Configuration

The placement configuration can be found in the Placement panel. It allows you to define the scale for each axis separately. On
the top, you can find two tabs referring to the two axes. Each tab contains the same settings, one affecting the X- and one the
Y-axis. There are several predefined placement policies to choose from, but the menu also allows to define customized metrics
for placing the events using EA expressions. In the following, the possible assignments for the axes are described in detail.
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Placement Panel: Axis Placement

 Available Placement Policies

In the following table, you can find a short description of each predefined policy:

Sector The Sector Placement policy divides the event chart into
sectors. It allows to analyze event distributions over the time
and according to different criteria.

EA Expressions Using EA Expressions you can define an axis scale for each
single event object type. The scales of all event object types
will overlap, therefore the events will overlap each other too.

Time The events are ordered chronologically with regard to their
timestamp.

Correlations The events are distributed by their correlation. The axis
indicates the different sets of correlated events. This
placement policy is available only for sets of events with
defined correlations.

Fill Space Policy Defines that events, which overlap the metric assigned to the
other axis, are simply stringed together to fill up the space.
This policy allows to create charts that compare the quantity
of events distributed along the other axis.

Predefined Placement Policies for the Axes of an Event Chart

Tip:  Tip: By default the X-axis is assigned to show the time placement policy, while the Y-axis is defined to place the events
regarding to the fill space policy.
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 Sector Placement

Sector Placement in event charts works the same way as in event tunnels. For more information see "The Event Tunnel".

Example of a Sector Placement

 EA Expressions

This customized placement policy allows the user to assign custom metrics to the axes. These are separately defined by an EA
expression for each event type. Moreover, a custom metric provides the possibility to group event types to make the scaling of
the referring policies comparable. Once you selected 'EA Expressions' from the drop-down menu to assign the axis, all event
types are listed below. Initially, the EA expressions for all the event types are set to zero and the scales are independent, which
allows independent zooming and scrolling. All groups of event types and every ungrouped event type is referred to by one
scale in the chart. On the right end of the 'Axis Settings' tab the color of the referenced scale is defined. In the following, the
elements of the tab are explained in detail.
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Placement Panel: EA Expressions

• EA expression: Left-click into the field next to the event type of choice to enter an EA expression and confirm with Enter.
Invalid EA expressions are highlighted in red. Roll over the highlighted expression to receive further information on the
reason for invalidity, like shown in the illustration "Placement Panel: EA Expressions". For more detailed information on
EA expressions please refer to the Policy Orchestrator User Guide .

• Group event types: To group multiple event types, hold CTRL and select them using the left mouse button. Afterwards,
either left-click on the 'Group' icon or select 'Group' from the context menu while still holding CTRL. To ungroup event
types again, analogously select already grouped events and either left-click on the 'Ungroup' button or select 'Ungroup'
from the context menu.

Grouped event types are referred to by one scale in the event chart, i.e. the values shown in the event chart are equally
scaled and thus comparable. Moreover, groups of event types are displayed by the same chart type. When using multiple
groups, every group defines one of multiple charts displayed as layers in succession. Ungrouped event object types also get
an own scale each.

• Color settings: Change the color for the scale of an event type by left-clicking onto the colored icon on the right end of the
table. Afterwards, select the color of choice. In the same way, the color for a group can be selected. To reset the color of
an event type or a group to default, select one or multiple event types. Afterwards, right-click and choose 'Reset to Default
Color Coding' from the context menu. Please note that the default color of an event object type refers to the color defined in
the Event Color Configuration panel, please refer to "Event Color Configuration".

 Correlations

The events are distributed by their correlation. The axis indicates the different sets of correlated events. Correlations Placement
in event charts works the same way as in event tunnels. For more information see "The Event Tunnel".
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Example of a Correlations Placement

 Fill Space Policy

The Fill Space Policy stacks all events with the same timestamp. It works similar to the Fill Space Policy in the Event Tunnel.
For more information see "The Event Tunnel".
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Example of a Fill Space Policy Placement

 Interaction
In the following, the main features for interacting with the displayed data in the Event Chart panel are explained. The Event
Chart panel supports features like zooming and scrolling, as well as selecting single or multiple events and correlations. The
following sections describe each feature in detail.

 Adding a new Event Chart

To add a new event chart click on the 'Add EventChart' button next to the EventBase selection combobox.

Adding a new Event Chart

 Sizing

This feature allows to adapt the size of all events displayed in the Event Chart panel. To increase the default size, hold
CTRL and press +. In order to decrease the size, hold CTRL and press -. Sizing is very useful to display events more clearly
arranged. This way, large sets of events are easier to analyze and interpret. The following screenshots show the effect of
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reducing the size of the displayed events. As you can see, the placement of the events is not influenced by the sizing, i.e. sizing
is not to be confused with zooming, as provided for the Event Tunnel view.
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The Event Chart Panel Showing a Set of Events, Before and After Reducing the Size.

 Scrolling and Zooming

Scrolling and zooming allow the user to investigate only part of the displayed events by moving the view over sections of the
data set.

If using EA Expressions to define an axis, each group of event types is controlled by another scroll bar and thus can be scaled
separately. To scale and scroll all groups of event types synchronously, choose to link the scales from the drop-down menu for
the axis, please refer to Drop-Down for Axes.

In combination with sizing, as described before, see Sizing, scrolling and scaling allow to adapt the visual result to facilitate
the analysis.

Event Chart Showing a Scaled Section of the Data Set

• Scaling by reducing the size of the scrollbar - Click on the buttons next to the scroll bars. Use the button showing the plus
to increase the size of the scroll bar, i.e. to scale down, and use the minus to decrease the size of the scroll bar, i.e. to scale
up. Another possible way is to move the mouse cursor over the end of the scroll bar until the cursor symbol changes. Then
click and hold the mouse button and move it to change the size, i.e. to scale the view.

• Scrolling by moving the scroll bar - When the scroll bar's size is less than the actual range of the event's attribute, you can
move the view over the data set as follows: Click on the scroll bar and hold the mouse button. Afterwards, move the mouse
to scroll through the data set. Holding the left mouse button over one of the arrow buttons also scrolls.

Tip:  Tip: Choose 'Zoom To Default' from the background context menu in order to reset the scaling to the default settings.

 Event Selection

For more detailed information on specific events, the Event Chart view allows to select single or multiple events.
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To select an event, left-click the event bullet. An event is marked as selected by a square around the event bullet, as shown
in figure "Event Selection: Select Multiple Events in the Event Chart Panel". Multiple events can be selected by holding the
CTRL key while clicking the events or by dragging the mouse with held left button over an area. This will create a selection
rectangle frame which selects all events whose center is within upon release.

Event Selection: Select Multiple Events in the Event Chart Panel

Selecting events highlights the events in the tunnel and it also updates other Predictive Analytics visualizations. The selected
events are, for instance, listed in the Info Box panel and highlighted in the Time Line panel. By selecting events, a user can
obtain detailed event attribute information that is shown, for example, in the Info Box panel.

 Correlation Highlighting and Selection

To provide information about a specific correlation, the Event Chart panel provides features similar to event selection.
However, correlations are typically not automatically shown in the event chart. Before selecting a correlation, it must be
highlighted first. There are multiple possibilities to highlight correlations within the event chart:

• Right-click a correlated event and select 'Correlations | Show all' from the context menu to display all correlations an event
participates in.

• Right-click a correlated event and select 'Correlations | ' and the desired correlation from the context menu to display the
chosen correlation of an event.

Left-click the colored band of the correlation to select it. To select multiple correlations, hold the CTRL key while clicking
the bands of the correlations. Similar to event selection, other Predictive Analytics visualizations are updated to view the
correlation(s). Again, the Info Box panel provides rich information about the selected correlation(s).
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Highlighted and Selected Correlation Shown in the Event Chart View

Tip:  Tip: It is possible to select events and correlations simultaneously. Just hold the CTRL key and select events and/or
correlations in an arbitrary order.

 Context Menus

Except for the background context menu, all other context menus are the same as in the event tunnel. For further information
see the Context Menus section in "The Event Tunnel".

 Background Context Menu

Right-clicking the background in the Event Chart panel shows the following context menu:

Background Context Menu

The provided operations are:

• Configuration - Opens the Chart Settings menu.
• Zoom To Default - Resets the scaling and scrolling.
• Show Grid - Shows or hides the grid lines.
• X Axis Labels - Shows or hides the labels of the X-axis resp.
• Y Axis Labels - Shows or hides the labels of the Y-axis resp.
• Take Screenshot - Takes a screenshot of the current event chart view and asks the user for a file in which to save the

screenshot.
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 Advanced Configurations
Advanced configurations allow to enrich the representation of the events shown in the event chart. The configurations allow to
map event properties and attributes onto the event appearance in the chart to highlight significant events.

The configurations can all be set in different panels. Configuration panels that concern the event chart are:

• Size Coding
• Event Color Configuration
• Shape Coding
• Correlation Highlighting

 See also:
• The Time Line
• The Info Box
• Event Color Configuration
• Size Coding
• Shape Coding
• Correlation Highlighting
• Filters

79 The Time Line

 Introduction
The Time Line is used as support for the other visualizations. This chapter emphasizes the event tunnel side-view, which is
plotted in the Time-Line panel and shows the benefits of the time line visualization as well as which additional information it
provides to an analyst.

The Event Tunnel Metaphor

Opposed to the event tunnel, the time dimension is not being assigned to the Z axis of the visualization, but to the X axis.
Hence, if the event tunnel can be thought of as the top view on the tunnel, then the time line is the according side view. That
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is, the time dimension will not be represented in a distorted manner due to perspective projection as in the event tunnel.
As a result, the time line enables the user to easily estimate absolute time-spans at a glance. Additionally, this view gives
information on the overall duration of the time interval of the current result set in the bottom line. The time line also makes it
easier to tell which event belongs to which correlation since correlations are plotted along the Y axis. Furthermore, time filters
can simply be applied via dragging the time handles of the time line visualization.

All visualizations are tightly interwoven, as you will learn in the following sections. Many configurations and operations
applied to the time line will have an effect on the event tunnel (as well as on the other visualizations) and vice versa.

 Adding a new Time Line
To add a new time line click on the 'Add TimeLine' button next to the EventBase selection combobox.

Adding a new Time Line

 Time Line Panel
In this section, the user interface of the Time Line panel will be explained in detail to show you what is possible via the time
line and how to use its functions.

Time Line Panel

Figure 5.3. Time Line Panel

In the previous figure you see the following information and screen controls:

1. Main time handles
2. Highlight time interval handles
3. Date info for the main time handles
4. Date info for the highlight time interval handles
5. Drop-down menus for axes
6. Event Correlation
7. Single Event
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 Single and Correlated Events

The search panel allows to switch between two different search scopes: 'Single Events' and 'Correlated Events'. A detailed
explanation on the difference between the two kinds can be found in chapter "Searching".

In the time line, events are plotted using placement policies like all other visualizations. For a correlated events search, the
correlation placement policy is the most appropriate one. It results in horizontal bars for each correlation that contains multiple
events that occurred over a certain time period. In case of a single-events search, the fill-space placement policy will be used.
The following figure shows an example for both a plot of correlated events (1), and the result of a single-events search (2).

Search Result in the Time Line for 'Single Events' and 'Correlated Events'

Another accepted placement policy is EA Expressions.

 Selecting Events and Correlations

In the time line it is possible to select single events or correlations. Clicking an event in the time line selects it in all
visualizations. An event is marked as selected by a rectangle around the event bullet and four filled squares at the corners of
that rectangle.
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Tip:  Tip: Since one event can be part of several correlations it is possible that this event is highlighted in several rows of the
time line. When an event was selected, the info box can be used to get detailed information on it (see also chapter The Info
Box). Right-clicking an event opens a context menu that allows showing its correlations in the time line and applying different
filter operations.

Correlations are visualized by colored lines. Selecting a correlation is also done by clicking it. A selected correlation is
indicated by a black rectangle that surrounds it. When a correlation has been selected in the time line its detailed description
is shown in the info box. Right-clicking it opens a context menu offering filter operations and the option to highlight the
correlation in the event tunnel visualization. Details on the context menu can be found below.

Multiple events and correlations can be selected either by holding the CTRL key and clicking multiple elements.

Multiple Selections in the Time Line

 Highlighting Time Intervals

The time line enables the user to highlight specific time intervals. This can be done by dragging across the area to be
highlighted with the ALT key pressed down. Then the selection can be adjusted by dragging the handles marked with (2) in
figure "Time Line Panel". Highlighting configured via the time line will also be visible in other visualizations. Since time
intervals can not be read out intuitively from the event tunnel view, highlighting time intervals in the time line is a very useful
way for precisely selecting and highlighting time intervals in the event tunnel.

Tip:  Tip: The date information provided in the date info for highlighted time intervals (4) in figure "Time Line Panel" tells
exactly when the highlighted interval starts and when it ends.

 Setting a Time Filter

After applying a search, the main time filter handles (1) shown in figure "Time Line Panel" are on their initial positions on the
far left and on the far right. That is, the whole result set is being visualized - from the first event matching the search criteria
to the last one part of the search result. Sometimes it is useful to only visualize a certain time span of a result set. This can be
done by applying a time filter. This can be done by dragging the start end time handles to the desired position in the time line.
The dates shown in the bottom line provide information on when the configured interval starts and ends.

Tip:  Tip: Notice how for example the event tunnel view updates after dragging the handles. This shows the tight connection
between the different views. After configuring the time interval to be shown, a new filter according to the settings made will
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be present in the filters panel. Events and correlations outside of this filter interval are being displayed semi-transparently in
the time line as shown in the screenshot below (this can be configured in the chart settings). Once configured, a time filter can
be removed by either deleting it from the filters view or by dragging the time handles back to their original positions at the
borders of the time line.

Time Line with Applied Time Filter

 Context Menus

Except for the background context menu, all other context menus are the same as in the event tunnel. For further information
see the Context Menus section in chapter "The Event Tunnel".

 Background Context Menu

Right-clicking the background in the Time Line panel shows the following context menu:

Background Context Menu

The provided operations are:

• Configuration - Opens the Chart Settings menu.
• Zoom To Default - Resets the scaling and scrolling.
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• Show Grid - Shows or hides the grid lines.
• X Axis Labels - Shows or hides the labels of the X-axis resp.
• Y Axis Labels - Shows or hides the labels of the Y-axis resp.
• Take Screenshot - Takes a screenshot of the current time line view and asks the user for a file in which to save the

screenshot.

 FAQ
Q: Why can't I see the handles needed for highlighting time

spans?

A: After applying a search those handles are not visible
immediately. You will either have to drag across the area of
interest with the ALT key pressed or select a ring in the event
tunnel to make them available in the time line. Now you can
adjust highlighting as needed.

Q: I clicked on one event but multiple events are selected. How
can this be?

A: That is because events can be part of several correlations. So
one and the same event is being shown in multiple rows of
the time line. Hence, you have not selected multiple events
but only one, that is being displayed multiple times.

Q: What are all those numbers in the bottom and top line?

A: The lower ones give information on the time interval spanned
by the current result set. The leftmost number is the date of
occurrence of the first event matching the applied search
criteria whereas the rightmost number is the one for the last
matching event. The upper visible dates are the start and end
time of the highlighted interval if configured.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• Event Color Configuration
• Correlation Highlighting
• Filters

80 The Dashboard

 Introduction
The Dashboard view is an analysis tool to see charts about data in an EventBase. In the Dashboard view, you define one or
more dashboards on which you add charts to see aggregated event or score data in an easily readable form. From the overall
status that you see on the charts, you can drill down to get more details or to see selected data in visualizations such as an event
tunnel.

There are six types of charts available. Each chart type has several sub-types from which you can choose so that you can
choose the presentation that best suits the kind of event or score data that you want to see. In the following example, you see a
dashboard that contains six charts. Having the charts next to each other makes it easier to see trends and exceptions and aspects
that you might want to explore further.
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The Dashboard view: Example of one dashboard with a variety of charts

 Working with Dashboards
This section describes how you work with dashboards. This includes:

• Dashboard Basics

A description of basic concepts and features, including the Dashboard toolbar and how you open, close and hide a
dashboard.

• Managing Dashboards

Instructions for creating, modifying and deleting dashboards.

This starts with a description of the to define time frames and how to create, modify and delete dashboards and the charts for
dashboards.

 Dashboard Basics

A dashboard is a container for one or more charts that show data from one EventBase. This section describes basic concepts
and features of working with dashboards. First, here is what the Dashboard view looks like and how it is organized:
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Area Description

1 Select the EventBase for the dashboards here.

2 You use the Dashboard toolbar to add dashboards and charts
to the dashboards.

3 When you have the Dashboard view open, but are on another
view, click this button to switch to the Dashboard view.

4 Each dashboard has its own tab page. Click the x to close a
tab page and its dashboard.

You can re-open a closed dashboard with the Open

Dashboard button  on the Dashboard toolbar and browse to
the location of the XML file for the dashboard.

5 The charts that you define for a dashboard appear on the tab
page.

6 The time periods that are available for you to use for the
charts on a dashboard. You can define different time periods
for each dashboard, adding them with the add button at the
upper left corner of the tab page.

7 Click the x in the top right corner to close the Dashboard
view. To re-open the view, select Dashboards from the View
menu.
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Layout of the Dashboard view: Explanation

Relationship between a dashboard and its EventBase and charts

A dashboard (like event charts and event tunnels) is defined for one EventBase. You can define as many dashboards as you
want for the EventBase. Each dashboard will have its own tab page. On one dashboard, you can define as many charts as you
want. Having multiple charts in one dashboard allows you to view and compare different chart results side-by-side on one
screen.

Dashboards are stored in XML files

Each dashboard (tab page) in your Dashboards view is stored in a separate XML file. The first time that you save a dashboard,
you specify the name and location the XML file for the dashboard.

Time frames in dashboards

On each dashboard you define one or more time frames for the periods that you want to base your charts on. When you create a
chart, you select the time frames for the events or scores that you want to include in the chart aggregates.

Events or scores

You create a chart in a dashboard based on the results of one of the following:

• event (of an event-type object)
• score properties (of a score type)

For event-based charts, you can select attributes that characterize the events that you want to include in the chart results. For
score-based charts, you can select the score properties that interest you.

 Opening the Dashboards View

You can open the Dashboards view in a perspective by itself so that the panel fills the whole screen the same way that a
TimeLine, EventChart or EventTunnel can, or you can open the Dashboards view in another perspective, such as in the
Templates View or in the Search & Visualize perspective. In this case the Dashboards view fills only the main panel of the
perspective.

1. Start anywhere in Predictive Analytics.
2. From the View menu, select Dashboards.
3. Select an EventBase in the box in below the main menu. For more information, see section "Select EventBase".

When you open the Dashboard view for an EventBase, you display the dashboards that were open at the end of your last
session in the Dashboards view.

"Dashboard" at the top of the open view

"Dashboard" view tab at the bottom of the window

 Managing Dashboards

This section describes how you create, modify and the delete dashboards.
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 Creating a Dashboard

There are two ways to create a dashboard: in the Dashboards view.

• Creating a new dashboard
• Copy-creating a dashboard

To create a new dashboard:

1. Open an EventBase by selecting the EventBase from the selection box at the top left corner of the Predictive Analytics
toolbar.

2. Click the New Dashboard  button on the Dashboard toolbar.

A dashboard tab page opens, with the name "Dashboard-n," where "n" is an incremented number.
3. Add charts as described in the section "Creating Charts".
4. Click the Save Dashboard  or the Save Dashboard As  button.

The Save As dialog appears.
5. Navigate to the place you want to save the dashboard, enter a file name for the dashboard, and click the Save button.

To copy-create a dashboard:

1. Open the Dashboards view and open the dashboard that you want to copy.
2. Click the Save Dashboard As  button on the Dashboard toolbar.

The Save As dialog appears.
3. Navigate to the place you want to save the dashboard, enter a file name for the new dashboard, and click the Save button.

The dashboard name in the page tab is changed to the new name. If you had saved the previous dashboard before using the

Save As function, it is still in the folder where it previously was. To see it or work with it, click the Open Dashboard 
button, and then navigate to and open the file.

4. Modify the dashboard and its charts as described in the sections "Creating Charts", "Modifying Charts" and  "Deleting
Charts".

5. Click the Save Dashboard  button.

 Modifying a Dashboard

Modifying a dashboard means modifying the charts that are on the dashboard, by creating, modifying or deleting them or by
reorganizing where they appear.

To modify a dashboard:

1. Open the Dashboards view and open the dashboard that you want to copy.
2. Click the Save Dashboard As  button on the Dashboard toolbar.

The Save As dialog appears.
3. Navigate to the place you want to save the dashboard, enter a file name for the new dashboard, and click the Save button.
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4. Modify the dashboard and its charts as described in the sections "Creating Charts", "Modifying Charts" and  "Deleting
Charts".

5. Click the Save Dashboard  button or click the Save Dashboard As  button and save the dashboard under another name.

 Deleting a Dashboard

To delete a Dashboard, delete the XML file for the dashboard from you have it stored. You do this directly in your Windows
Explorer.

 Defining Time Frames for a Dashboard

You define one or more time frames on each dashboard. When you create a chart on the dashboard, you select one or more
time frames for the chart. By creating multiple time frames, you can create charts for different time periods and compare the
results side by side, for example the same month in this year and the one last year. Each time frame is assigned a different
color, which you see in the upper left corner of every chart so that you can easily identify which charts cover the same time
frame. If you change a time frame definition on the dashboard, all charts using that time frame are updated simultaneously to
show the new results.

When you create a new dashboard, the default time frame, the current month-to-date, is automatically part of the dashboard.
You might want to modify it, for a time period that you would rather use for your charts, and then add more time frames.

 Dashboard Variables

You can filter the events or scores in the EventBase that are included in a chart in any dashboard in the Dashboard view. To
make it easy to change more than one chart filter at a time, you can use variables in the filter definitions. A variable stands
for a specific value, which you define, such as a certain department ($Department) or region ($Region). When you change
the value of a variable, the value is changed in all filters that use the variable, that means all charts of all dashboards for the
EventBase are loaded, that means on all charts on all dashboards for the EventBase.

Note:  Note: You can also use variables for generating reports from the command line as described in Report Generator.

 Applying Variables to Dashboard Charts

For any filter in a Dashboard Chart, its comparand can be parameterized. This can be done by editing the filter. In the
comparand cell of the filter, a drop down arrow button (on the left side of the cell) can be clicked. This opens the Variables
menu, where existing variables can be selected, or a new variable can be created by typing in a name for the variable in the
'New' field and pressing enter. The value of the variable is set to the comparand's value. A variable can be removed from the
filter by selecting 'No Variable' in the Variables menu.

 Managing Variables

Dashboard variables are identified by a unique name and exist on EventBase level. For example, a variable called
'$Department' can exist only once within an EventBase, and it can be applied to all the Dashboards for the same EventBase.
Another EventBase can have another '$Department' variable of a different type an value. Variables are not stored in one central
place but separately per (Windows) user in the user directory. If a Dashboard is opened in Predictive Analytics that contains a
variable, which has not been defined before, the new variable will be created implicitly.

Dashboard variables can be added, removed and modified in the Dashboard Variables dialog, which can be accessed by
clicking on the 'Edit Variables' button in the Dashboard Toolbar. There, all existing variables can be accessed, and their value
can be changed. A new variable can be added by clicking on the 'Add' button in the toolbar. A variable must have a unique
(case sensitive) name, a data type (either String, DateTime, or Numeric), and a default value. Once a variable is used in any
(currently opened) Dashboard, its data type and name cannot be changed anymore.

 About Dashboard Charts and the Six Chart Types
The dashboards on the Dashboard view are just a place to group and organize charts, which are really what the Dashboard
view is about. You create charts to see aggregations of a selected subset of either event or score data from your EventBase.

The Dashboard function offers a variety of chart types (such as bar, line or pie chart), data filtering capabilities, aggregation
options (such sum, average, count totals) as well as other aspects of a chart's specifications. These options allow you to create
charts that focus on and present event or score data to best answer your analysis questions.

This section describes the different aspects of a chart definition and then describes the different chart types. For instructions
about creating and modifying charts, see section "Working with Dashboard Charts".
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 What You Can Define for a Chart: Overview

In the following illustration you see the New Chart window, where you define all your chart specifications. Each specification
option is numbered and similar specifciation types are numbered with the same color. The color grouping is used here to
simplify the explanation of the various types of specifications. It does not indicate the order in which you should define these
aspects of a chart.

Note:  Note: Depending on the chart type that you choose, the New Chart window might look a little different, but the
categories of specifications are the same. The only real exception are the text charts, which have different specification options
because they use tables rather than graphical representations of data. For details, see sections "Text Charts" and  "Defining the
Table for a Tabular Text Chart".
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General information: (1) The name and description of the chart and (2) the chart type. See also "The Six Chart Types and
Their Subtypes".

Data source and charted values: (3) The source of the data that the chart is based on (the event or score) and (4) which values
are measured on the x- and y-axes (for pie charts, these are which values determine the sectors and the sector sizes). These can
be the entire event (when you want to measure against occurences) or one of its attributes, or, in the case of scores, the entire
score or one of its properties. Finally, (5) how the values that are plotted on the chart are aggregated (by count, sum, average
and so on).
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Data subset for the chart: Which instances are included, which is defined by (6) time frame, (7) data filters, and (8) whether
all or only the top few results are included on the chart. These options allow you to narrow the data set so that you can focus on
the information that interests you.

Organization of data: (9) Sort order, (10) grouping options, and (11) the handling of empty values.

Advanced options: (12) These include options to include a legend; to show logarithmic instead of actual values, which is
helpful in cases of huge disparities between the highest and lowest values; to draw 3-D representations; and others.

 The Six Chart Types and Their Subtypes

On the dashboards in the Dashboard view you can create different types of charts. There are six chart types and each has at
least two subtypes, making a total of 20 different ways to present event or score data. This section describes each chart type
and its subtypes, explaining how they organize and display information. For information about how to create charts, see section
"Working with Dashboard Charts".

The following are the six main chart types:

• Column Charts
• Bar Charts
• Pie Charts
• Line Charts
• Area Charts
• Text Charts

 Working with Dashboard Charts
Each chart on a dashboard can display results from either event or score data. Nevertheless, you can have a mixture of both
kinds of charts on the same dashboard.

You can also specify how you want the raw data to be calculated (for example, summarized, averaged, or counted by
occurrence) and how you want it to be ordered and grouped for display on the chart.

This section provides instructions for creating and working with charts in the Dashboard view. You find this information in the
following sections:

• Creating Charts
• Modifying Charts
• Deleting Charts

 Creating Charts

This describes the main parameters that you must or can define for a Dashboard chart. These parameters determine what data is
displayed on a chart and how it is presented.

In a Dashboard chart, you can see basically two kinds of information:

• Aggregation of events
• Aggregation of scores

For a detailed explanation of events and scores, refer to the Policy Orchestrator User Manual.

Simply put, an event is any state change in a system at a certain point in time. A score can be stored and updated (unlike an
event, which is immutable). A score is identified by its properties. It has a value and a time stamp of the last update. Scores can
either only store their current value or keep every value change in a separate history table. A score can be either a simple score
(for example temperature in a certain place) or a counter score (for example number of errors on a certain server). The value of
a counter score can only be numeric. It can only be incremented and decremented, while a simple score's value can be updated
to any value.

Time Frame selection: By default, the first time frame of the Dashboard is selected for a new chart. When selecting 'All
Timeframes', there will be one series in the chart for every single time frame of the dashboard. Therefore, no additional
grouping is possible (via 'Group by') if 'All Timeframes' is selected. In that case, the chart in the dashboard will be marked with
a specific time frame icon in the upper left corner.

Entity: No matter which chart type you select (except the Overview chart), you have to define an event object type or a score
type to be analyzed and shown in the new chart here. It is also possible to select 'All' from the list which influences further
properties. Selecting 'All' only permits aggregation by event object types and header properties (e.g. @timeCreated') but not by
attributes of event object types.
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Ordering: By default, all displayed elements are ordered by their labels, either alphabetically or numerically, depending on the
selected attribute (for aggregation of events) or property (for aggregation of scores). If required, elements can be ordered by
size, where biggest elements are displayed first. If ordering by value, the number of displayed elements can be limited. In that
case, a separate "Other" element will be displayed as the last element. To do so, select "order by value", enable "Show top __
values" and type in a number. This will only show the defined number of elements in the chart (see example charts in section
"Column Charts").

Ordering with limitation of the number columns

 Creating a Chart and Defining the Common Chart Parameters

The instructions in this section explain how to create a chart and define the parameters that are common to all chart types
except for the Overview text chart, which are described in section "Creating an Overview Text Chart". Some of the common
parameters for all other chart types are the time frame for the data subset, the data entity on which the chart is based (all events,
an event or a score) and the sort order.

After defining the common parameters, you can define the dimensions of the chart based on the chart type (the x- and y-axes,
sectors or columns and rows). Links to the instructions for these are included at the end of the common steps.

To create a chart (except a text chart) and its common parameters:

1. Start in the dashboard to which you want to add a chart.
2. Click the New Chart  button. The New Chart dialog opens.
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3. Enter a Name and Description for the chart.
4. In the Type area, select a chart and subtype by clicking the pictogram for the chart type, and then clicking the subtype

from the options that appear in a drop-down selection area.

For detailed information about the chart types, see section "The Six Chart Types and Their Subtypes".
5. In the box below the chart types, select a time frame or select AllTimeFrames to select a time range that includes all time

frames that are defined for the dashboard.

You define time frames for the dashboard and here you select the time frame (or all defined time frames) that you want to
use for this chart. For instructions, see section "Defining Time Frames for a Dashboard".

6. Optionally, click the Advanced button and select advanced options for how the chart looks. For a description and
instructions, see section "Advanced Chart Properties".

You can return later to modify the chart and add advanced options.
7. In the Data area, select the Entity that contains the data that you want to look at. This can be an event or a score.
8. In the box next to the Entity, specify the sort order of the data.

For column and line graphs, these are the values of the x-axis and for (horizontal) bar graphs these are the y-axis vlaues.
For pie graphs, however, these are the sectors.

• order by label: This always includes all values.

For example, if your chart is based on the score for system alerts and your X-Axis property is the System ID, then the
x-axis will include all systems presented in order of their system ID.
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• order by value: The data is presented in the order of highest to lowest values and you can choose to see only a certain
number of top values.

For example, for your chart that is based on the score for system alerts where the X-Axis property is the System ID,
the System IDs will appear in the order of which system had the most alerts to the one with the fewest. A separate
"Other" element will be displayed as the last element and will show the total results from all the other systems.

Optionally and only when you choose order by value, you can also choose to include only the highest values. To do
this, check Show top __ values and enter the number of items you want to see.

9. Optionally, add filters to restrict the events or scores that are included in the data set for the chart. For instructions, see
section "Defining Filters for Charts".

10. Depending on the chart type, continue with the steps in one of the following sections:

• Defining the Axes for a Column, Bar, Line or Area Chart
• Defining Sectors for a Pie Chart
• Defining the Table for a Tabular Text Chart

This section contains the instructions for defining how the data is represented on the x- and y axes of a column, bar, line or
area charts. The x-axis is the horizontal dimension and the y-axis is the vertical dimension of a chart. An important difference
in these chart types is that when you define bar charts (these have horizontal bars), you must switch the what you define for
the x-axis and y-axis. Other than that, the steps and considerations for defining bar charts are the same as the other chart types
here.

For descriptions and examples of the different chart types and their subtypes, see the related sub-sections in section "The Six
Chart Types and Their Subtypes".

Prerequisite:

To create a column, bar, line or area chart, first complete the steps in the instructions in section "Creating a Chart and Defining
the Common Chart Parameters", then continue with these steps to define the x- and y-axes for the chart:

1. In the Y-Axis box, you define what the y-axis values represent.

To define the Y-Axis, select one of the following as the source of the data for the y-axis values:

• If the Entity box contains All events, you can only select Event.

In this case, a count of the instances of all events (that meet any filters that you have applied) will be used for the y-axis
values.

• If the Entity box contains a specific event name, select one of the following:

• Event, which means that all instances of the event that you selected in the Entity box (and that meet any filters that
you have applied) will be considered for the chart.
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• An attribute from the list of attributes for the selected event.

Because you can only select attributes that can contain numeric values, only those kinds of attributes appear in the
list.

• If the Entity box contains a score, select one of the following:

• The Current value of the scores. If you choose this, the time frame will be greyed out and ignored for the chart
calculation. (When no time frame is applied to a chart, the time frame icon in the upper left corner of the final chart
will be grey.)

• The Historic value of the scores. This option can be used when historic values are stored for the score.
2. In the box next to the Y-Axis selection, select the aggregation function for the values on the Y-axis. This can be one of the

following:

• Count: The total number of event instances or scores.

If Event is selected for the Y-Axis, then this is the only aggregation function that you can choose.
• Sum: Sum of the values stored in the Y-Axis attribute/property.
• Avg: The average of the values stored in the Y-Axis attribute/property.
• Min: The minimum values stored in the Y-Axis attribute/property.
• Max: The maximum value stored in the Y-Axis attribute/property.

3. In the X-Axis box, you select what becomes a column, bar, or point on a line or area graph. Select one of the following as
the source of the data for the x-axis values:

• If the Entity box contains All events, you can only select one of the following:

• Event Object Type
• One of these time stamp values: @timeCreated or @timeCreatedUTC

• If the Entity box contains an event name, select one of the following:

• An attribute of the event
• One of these time stamp values: @timeCreated or @timeCreatedUTC

• If the Entity box contains a score, select one of the following:

• The @timeStamp of the score value
• A property of the score

Important

Note:  Note 1: When no event occurs or score is recorded for an X-Axis attribute/property value, then this is considered
an empty value and no event/score is included on the graph. For example, suppose you have a chart for the number of
tickets opened for problems related to machines from different manufacturers. If your X-Axis is "Manufacturer," then the
manufacturers of products that generated no tickets would not appear on your chart (x-axis) at all. For DateTime attributes/
properties, you have the option to include the empty values, as described in the next step.

Note:  Note 2: If you select a DateTime attribute or property, the values will automatically be grouped by day, but you can
double-click the attribute or property to open a list of all date-time grouping options and then select another one, such as
per hour or per month.

Note:  Note 3: Numerical attributes and properties can be grouped in steps of 1, 10, 100, 1.000, 10.000 and 100.000. If you
select an integer attribute or property alone without grouping, it is the same as selecting a grouping in 1 steps. For a floating
point attribute these are two different things. For example, without grouping, two events/scores with the values 4.2 and 4.7
would be plotted on two separate points; however, when grouping in 1 steps, both events/scores would be plotted on 4.
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4. If the X-Axis source is a DateTime attribute or property, you can optionally select Include empty values.

This will include all increments of the day or time unit along the x-axis, for example all 24 hours of a day or all 12 months
of the year. Date/time increments that have no entries will be plotted as zero (0) on the chart. For example, if there were no
activities from 7:00 to 8:00, then this hour would have a zero value. This gives you a better sense of activities over time,
whereas if you do no include the empty values, you will only see 23 hours and not see the gap between 7:00 and 8:00.

5. Optionally, in the Group by box, select a grouping option for the x-axis values. You can choose from the same list of
attributes or properties that are available for the X-Axis. This will summarize the results according to the grouping, which
means that the values along the x-axis (and the legend values) also change according to the grouping selection.

6. Click the OK button to save your chart definition.

The dashboard appears, displaying the chart that you created.

 Defining Sectors for a Pie Chart

This section contains the second half of the steps for creating a pie chart. Here, instead of defining x- and y-axes as you do
with other graphical charts, you define sector sizes and sector labels properties for the chart. Due to the nature of the circular
representation of pie charts, you cannot choose to group results by an additional attribute, as you do with other graphical
charts. In spite of the differences, a pie chart can illustrate the same kind of data as the other graphical Dashboard charts.

The instructions here apply to both types of pie charts, the regular pie chart and the doughnut chart. For descriptions and
examples of the charts, see Section 6.3.2.3, "Pie Charts".

 

Prerequisite:

To create a pie chart, first complete the steps in the instructions in Section 6.4.1.1, "Creating a Chart and Defining the
Common Chart Parameters", then continue with these steps to define the sectors for the chart:

1. In the Sector sizes box, you define what the sector sizes represent.

To define the Sector sizes, select one of the following as the source of the data that determines the size of the sectors
("slices of pie"):

• If the Entity box contains All events, you can only select Event.
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In this case, the sector sizes will be based on the count of all instances of all events (that meet any filters that you have
applied).

• If the Entity box contains a specific event name, select one of the following:

• Event, which means that all instances of the event that you selected in the Entity box (and that meet any filters that
you have applied) will be considered for the chart.

• An attribute from the list of attributes for the selected event.

Because you can only select attributes that can contain numeric values, only those kinds of attributes appear in the
list.

• If the Entity box contains a score, select one of the following:

• The Current value of the scores. If you choose this, the time frame will be greyed out, and ignored for the chart
calculation. (When no time frame is applied to a chart, the time frame icon in the upper left corner of the final chart
will be grey.)

• The Historic value of the scores. This option can be used when historic values are stored for the score.

2. In the box below the Sector sizes selection, select the aggregation function for the values per sector. This can be one of the
following:

• Count: The total number of event instances or scores.

If Event, is selected for the Sector sizes, then this is the only aggregation function that you can choose.
• Sum: Sum of the values stored in the Sector sizes attribute/property.
• Avg: The average of the values stored in the Sector sizes attribute/property.
• Min: The minimum values stored in the Sector sizes attribute/property.
• Max: The maximum value stored in the Sector sizes attribute/property.

3. In the Sector labels box, you select what each sector represents. This selection also determines the entries in the legend for
the chart.

For example, suppose your chart is based on the number of problem tickets created per manufacturer, where the sector
sizes show the average Priority of the ticktes. If you select "Manufacturer" for the Sector labels, each manufacturer will be
included as one sector (slice) of the pie and the size of the sectors will represent the average priority for the created tickets.
The legend will include the manufacturers that are shown in the chart.
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Select one of the following as the source of the data for the Sector labels values:

• If the Entity box contains All events, you can only select one of the following:

• Event Object Type
• One of these time stamp values: @timeCreated or @timeCreatedUTC

• If the Entity box contains an event name, select one of the following:

• An attribute of the event
• One of these time stamp values: @timeCreated or @timeCreatedUTC

• If the Entity box contains a score, select one of the following:

• The @timeStamp of the score value
• A property of the score

Important

Note:  Note 1: When no event occurs or score is recorded for a Sector label attribute/property value, then this is considered
an empty value and no event/score is included on the graph. For example, if your Sector label is "Manufacturer," then the
manufacturers of products that generated no tickets would not appear on your chart at all. For DateTime attributes/scores,
you have the option to include the empty values, as described in the next step.

Note:  Note 2: If you select a DateTime attribute or property, the values will automatically be grouped by day, but you can
double-click the attribute or property to open the list of all date-time grouping options and then select another one, such as
per hour or per month.

Note:  Note 3: If you select a numerical attribute or property, the values are automatically grouped by increments of 1, but
you can double-click the attribute or property to open the list of all numerical grouping options (steps of 1, 10, 100, and
so on) and then select another one. For a floating point attribute grouping by 1 or not grouping at all results in different
representations. For example, without grouping, two events/scores with the values 4.2 and 4.7 would result in two separate
sectors; however, when grouping in 1 steps, both events/scores would be included in the sector for 4.

4. If the Sector label source is a DateTime attribute or property, you can optionally select Include empty values.

This will not change the sectors that you see on the chart, but include all increments of the time unit among the sector
labels, for example all 12 months of the year will appear in the legend, but only the months with values will have a sector
on the pie chart. By comparing the sectors in the chart to the legend, you can see which time units had no activity (were
empty).

5. Click the OK button to save your chart definition.

 Defining the Table for a Tabular Text Chart

This contains instructions for defining the table that will appear in a tabular text chart. For a description and example of the
tabular text chart type, see section "Text Charts". For instructions for creating an Overview text chart, see section "Creating an
Overview Text Chart".

 

Prerequisite:

To create a tabular text chart, first complete the steps in the instructions in section "Creating a Chart and Defining the Common
Chart Parameters", then continue with these steps to define the table dimensions for the chart:

1. In the Columns box select the source of the column headers. Select one of the following as the source of the data for the
columns:

• If the Entity box contains All events, you can only select one of the following:

• Event Object Type
• One of these time stamp values: @timeCreated or @timeCreatedUTC

• If the Entity box contains an event name, select one of the following:

• An attribute of the event
• One of these time stamp values: @timeCreated or @timeCreatedUTC

• If the Entity box contains a score, select one of the following:

• The @timeStamp of the score value
• A property of the score

Important
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Note:  Note 1: When no event occurs or score is recorded for a column attribute/property value, then this is considered
an empty value and no event/score is included on the graph. For example, if your Columns are based on "Assignee" for
resolved tickets, then no columns would be included for assignees who resolved no tickets. For DateTime attributes/scores,
you have the option to include the empty values, as described in the next step.

Note:  Note 2: If you select a DateTime attribute or property, the values will automatically be grouped by day, but you can
double-click the attribute or property to open a list of all date-time grouping options and then select another one, such as
per hour or per month.

Note:  Note 3: Numerical attributes and properties can be grouped in steps of 1, 10, 100, 1.000, 10.000 and 100.000. If you
select an integer attribute or property alone without grouping, it is the same as selecting a grouping in 1 steps. For a floating
point attribute these are two different things. For example, without grouping, two events/scores with the values 4.2 and 4.7
would be plotted on two separate points; however, when grouping in 1 steps, both events/scores would be plotted on 4.

2. If the Columns source is a DateTime attribute or property, you can optionally select Include empty values.

This will include all increments of the day or time unit along the x-axis, for example all 24 hours of a day or all 12 months
of the year. Date/time increments that have no entries will be plotted as zero (0) on the chart. For example, if there were no
activities from 7:00 to 8:00, then this hour would have a zero value. This gives you a better sense of activities over time,
whereas if you do not include the empty values, you will only see 23 hours and not see the gap between 7:00 and 8:00.

3. In the Aggregation box, select an attribute or property that is the source of the values for the table cells. To determine the
final values that appear in the table cells, the program manipulates or evaluates the attribute or property values according to
the aggregation function that you choose in the next step.

• If the Entity box contains All events, you can only select Event.

This means that all instances of all events (that meet any filters that you have applied) will be used for the table rows.
• If the Entity box contains a specific event name, select one of the following:

• Event, which means that all instances of the event that you selected in the Entity box (and that meet any filters that
you have applied) will be used for the table rows.

• An attribute from the list of attributes for the selected event. Only numeric attributes are listed.
• If the Entity box contains a score, select one of the following:

• The Current value of the scores. If you choose this, the time frame will be greyed out and ignored for the chart
calculation. (When no time frame is applied to a chart, the time frame icon in the upper left corner of the final chart
will be grey.)

• The Historic value of the scores. This option can be used when historic values are stored for the score.
4. In the box next to the Aggregation box, select an aggregation function for the values in the Aggregation attribute or

property,.

• Count: The total number of event instances or scores.

If the Aggregation entity is Event, then this is the only aggregation function that you can choose.
• Sum: Sum of the values stored in the Aggregation attribute/property.
• Avg: The average of the values stored in the Aggregation attribute/property.
• Min: The minimum values stored in the Aggregation attribute/property.
• Max: The maximum value stored in the Aggregation attribute/property.

5. In the Rows box, select one of the following as the source of the data that the rows are based on. These values will appear
in the first column of the table and act as labels for the rows.

The list of your options are the same as for the Columns box, as described in the related previous step.
6. If the Rows source is a DateTime attribute or property, you can optionally select Include empty values.
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7. Click the OK button to save your chart definition.

 Creating an Overview Text Chart

This section contains instructions for creating the Overview text chart. For descriptions and examples of the Overview text
chart, see section "Text Charts". For instructions for creating a tabular text chart, see section "Defining the Table for a Tabular
Text Chart".

Prerequisites

Before you can create a chart in the Dashboard view, you must already have:

• An open dashboard where you want to include the chart.
• A time frame that you want to use for the chart. The default time frame of the current month-to-date is always available in a

new dashboard. If you want to base your chart on any other time frame, you have to define that for the dashboard in which
you will create the chart. For instructions, see section "Defining Time Frames for a Dashboard.

To create the Overview (Text) Chart:

1. Start in the dashboard to which you want to add a chart.
2. Click the New Chart  button. The New Chart dialog opens.
3. Enter a Name and Description for the chart.
4. Select the Text chart Type and then the Overview subtype, by clicking the pictogram for the chart type, and then clicking

the subtype from the options that appear in a drop-down selection area.
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5. Click the OK button to save your chart definition.

Except for the Overview text chart, all charts can have filters on the source data that the chart is based on. Use filters in a chart
definition to limit your data set to the data area that you want to focus on.

Note:  Note: The time frame that is selected for a chart also acts as a filter that reduces the data set that is considered for the
chart, but you define time frames for a whole dashboard and then select one of the dashboard time frames for a chart. For
instructions about creating time frames, see section "Defining Time Frames for a Dashboard.

To create a filter for a Dashboard chart:

1. On the Chart Creation dialog (when you are creating a new chart) or Chart Properties dialog (when you are modifying a

chart) click the Add Filter  button.

The Add Attribute Filters dialog appears, displaying a filter option for the @timeCreated attribute or @timeStamp property.
This is only a placeholder for your filter condition.

2. In the first column, replace @timeCreated or @timeStamp with the attribute or property that contains the values that you
want to filter.

3. In the second column, select the comparison operand for the filter. Depending on the data type of the attribute or property,
different operators are available.

Operator Meaning

equal to Data that is equal to the comparison value will be
considered.

not equal to Data that is not equal to the comparison value will be
considered.

greater than Data that is greater than the comparison value will be
considered. This is not available for textual data.

not greater than Data that is not greater than the comparison value will be
considered. This is equal to a "less or equal" comparison.
Not available for textual data.

less than Data that is less than the comparison value will be
considered. Not available for textual data.
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Operator Meaning

not less than Data that is not less than the comparison value will
be considered. This is equal to a "greater or equal"
comparison. Not available for textual data.

between Data that lies between two comparison values will be
considered. If the data is equal to any of the comparison
values, it is still included. Not available for textual data.

not between Data that lies outside two comparison values will be
considered. If the data is equal to any of the comparison
values, it is still included. This is not available for textual
data.

contains Data that contains the expression of the comparison value
will be considered. Only available for textual data.

does not contain Data that does not contain the expression of the comparison
value will be considered. Only available for textual data.

is contained in If the value of the attribute/property is fully contained in
the value of the comparison value it will be included. Only
available for textual data.

is not contained in If the value of the attribute/property is fully contained in
the value of the comparison value it will be excluded. Only
available for textual data.

4. In the remaining columns, type over the values with your comparison values.

Warning:  When you enter text values, be aware that all textual filters are case sensitive.

5. To add another filter that defines a condition that also can be true for an event or score to be considered for the chart, click

the Add Filter button  in the dialog.

A new row with the @timeCreated or @timeStamp placeholder appears in the Add Attribute Filters dialog. Replace the
placeholder values with ones that describe your new filter condition. The two filters have an OR relationship. An event or
score can meet either of the filter conditions to be considered for the chart.

6. To add another filter that defines a condition that must also be true for an event or score to be considered for the chart, click

the Move to New, Separate Filter button  in the dialog.

The previous filter will be moved out of the filter dialog and be listed on the New Chart or Chart Properties dialog. A
new filter appears in the Add Attribute Filters dialog, where you can define its conditions. The two filters have an AND
relationship. An event or score must meet both filter conditions for it to be considered for the chart.

7. Continue to add and move filters until you have defined all the selection conditions for the data set that you want to
consider for the chart.

8. Click the OK button.

 Advanced Chart Properties

The chart type basically defines how a chart looks (bars, lines, filled areas); however, you can modify how the chart looks with
the advanced configuration options. To change the advanced properties for chart, do the following:

1. On the Chart Creation dialog (when you are creating a new chart) or Chart Properties dialog (when you are modifying a
chart), click the Advanced button.

The Advanced Chart Configuration dialog appears. In the left side of the dialog is a navigation panel to the five categories
of advanced options.

2. Click Background in the navigation panel to select the background color and effect for the chart.

IF you want... THEN select... AND...

A solid background color Uniform Background Color Select a background color

A graduated background color Background Gradient The base and gradient colors and the
gradient direction.
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3. Click Legend in the navigation panel to include or remove a legend from the chart, and if you include a legend to specify
how the legend box looks.

In THIS control... You can specify...

Show Legend Whether you want to add or remove the legend from the
chart.

Uniform Background Color OR Background Gradient Whether you want a solid or graduated background color
for the legend area, and specify the color(s) and gradient
direction.

Border Size AND Border Color The border thickness and color.

Shadow Offset Whether you want the legend box to be offset by a drop
shadow and the shadow depth. The shadow always falls
towards the bottom right corner (southeast).

Position Where you want the legend to be positioned in relation to
the chart. The default is below the chart.

4. Click 3D Settings in the navigation panel to control the options for displaying the chart in 3-D.

In THIS control... You can specify...

Display Chart in 3D Whether you want to see the chart in a 3D representation or
flat.

Rotation Angle around X-Axis (degrees) AND Rotation
Angle around Y-Axis (degrees)

The vertical and horizontal angles for the 3D perspective.

5. Click Series in the navigation panel to define markers for column, bar, line and area charts and the color configuration for
the bars, lines, sectors, and areas of a chart.

In THIS control... You can specify...

Show Markers Turns on/off the markers (the real data points of a chart).
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In THIS control... You can specify...

Point/Bar/Columns Size Defines the size of the points, bars or columns shown by the
chart. Values from 0.2 to 1.0 in steps of 0.2 are available

For Empty Points Use Points, bars or columns can be shown with the value zero
or interpolated (the average value between the left and the
right value).

Shadow Offset Defines the strength of the shadow thrown southeast by
a point, bar or column. Values from 0 (no shadow) to 5
(strong shadow) are possible

Use Global Color Configuration OR

Use Single Color OR

Use Color Palette

Configures the color of a single series, used when no
grouping is applied. There are several predefined color
schemes for series, for example, the chocolate palette only
uses shades of brown

6. Click Scale in the navigation panel to define the scale of the chart axes.

In THIS control... You can specify...

Fixed Y-Axis Min Value

Fixed Y-Axis Max Value

Minimum and/or maximum values that you want to include
on the y-axis. If you select this option, the y-axis will only
show values within that range.

Use Logarithmic Scale That a logarithmic scale with base 10 is used instead of
straight values. Using a logarithmic scale is useful when
the lowest values are extremely low in comparison to the
highest values, so that the lowest values do not seem to
disappear on your chart. However, if the chart contains zero
or negative values, you cannot use a logarithmic scale.

Use Scale Breaks If a chart contains a few extremely low or extremely high
values, low values will barely be visible. In this situation,
you can use scale breaks to omit parts of the total scale
from your chart.

7. Click the OK button to close the advanced chart configuration options and return to the Chart Creation dialog or Chart
Properties dialog for the chart.
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8. Click the OK button to save the chart with the advanced options.

 Modifying Charts

Each chart definition is independent of all the other chart definitions. You can modify any of the settings for a chart without
affecting any other chart in your dashboard. When you modify a chart, be aware that if you change the chart type, all other
settings are discarded; but if you change any other settings, only those settings are changed and all others are kept.

To modify a chart on a dashboard, do the following:

1. Click the chart to select it.
2. Click the Modify Chart  button on the Dashboard toolbar.

The Chart Properties dialog appears, displaying the current settings and selections for the chart.
3. Change the settings and selections in the same way as you do when creating a chart.

For details, see section "Creating Charts".
4. Click OK.

 Deleting Charts

You can delete a chart at any time. To delete a chart, do the following:

1. Click the chart to select it.
2. Click the X in the upper right corner of the chart.

Warning:  Warning: You get no confirmation window; the chart is deleted immediately! The only way you can
retrieve the chart is to close the dashboard (click the x in the tab of the dashboard, next to its name) without saving
changes and then re-open the dashboard. However, you will lose all changes since the last time you saved the
dashboard.

 Loading Chart Events Menu

Right-clicking on a column, bar, point or pie sector shows the context menu shown in the illustration below.

Data context menu

Clicking on 'Load Events' will load the events of that column (respectively bar, point or sector) into Predictive Analytics and
switch to the template view to show the data in currently opened views. If you decide to use a predefined template for viewing
the events, select the according template from the list provided by the context menu item 'Load Events with Template'. This list
only shows templates with a configuration. In that case, the events are loaded just like if you clicked 'Load Events' only, but
the configuration of the selected template is applied as well.

 Publishing Dashboards and Charts to ECC
You can publish dashboards or individual charts to the Enterprise Control Center (ECC), where they are made available to
ECC users. ECC dashboards are pages with one or more widgets, which are windows of information. The widgets can contain
information from various sources, one of which can be Predictive Analytics dashboard charts.

You define all the specifications of the charts in the Dashboards of Predictive Analytics and then publish them to ECC. The
data on the charts is updated dynamically to show the latest results. The ECC users can change the data refresh interval, but
otherwise they cannot modify the imported charts.

Publishing options

You can publish entire dashboards or single charts.

• Publishing dashboards: When you publish an entire dashboard, then it appears in the list of dashboards in the Dashboards
perspective. Users of the perspective can open the dashboard and view in the charts. If they have the necessary authorities,
they can modify the dashboard by removing, resizing or rearranging charts and adding other widgets.
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• Publishing charts: When you publish an single chart, then the chart is offered as an additional widget. Users can add the
widget to their dashboards.

For instructions, see Publishing a Dashboard to ECC and Publishing a Chart to ECC.

How you know if a dashboard chart has been published to ECC

When a chart has been published to ECC, whether as part of a dashboard or as an individual chart, you see an icon in the upper
right corner of the chart. The icon indicates whether the chart specifications have been changed since the chart was published
to ECC. (The data is updated in ECC dynamically so it is always up to date there.)

For published charts you see one of the following icons:

The green checkmark indicates that the chart has been
published and the version in ECC is up to date.

The yellow warning triangle indicates that, although the chart
has been published, its specifications have changed since
then.

To update ECC, you must publish the chart or dashboard
again. For instructions, see Publishing a Dashboard to ECC
and Publishing a Chart to ECC.

For example:

Publishing restrictions

All specification of the charts can be successfully exported and the charts will be correctly rendered in ECC, except for
advanced chart features such as logarithmic scaling, which cannot be rendered in the ECC widgets.

ECC restrictions

All ECC users can view the home dashboards of the ECC and its perspectives. If users have the necessary authorities, they
can customize their personal version of any of the home dashboards. Users who also have privileges to use the Dashboards
perspective, can also see the public dashboards in that perspective as well as add and modify their own dashboards.

To see any published dashboards and charts from Predictive Analytics, ECC users must have ECC access to Predictive
Analytics. Furthermore, only users who also have privilege to the Dashboards perspective can see published Predictive
Analytics dashboards. Check what the security approach is for the use of dashboards in the ECC so that what you publish
reaches your intended users. For complete information about ECC dashboards, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide
(or online help).

Implementation considerations: Exporting the color preferences
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When you publish a chart or dashboard to ECC, the colors that are used in the chart can also be published with it. If you have
customized color preferences defined in your Appearance Settings, however, you must do an extra step to make the color
settings available to ECC. You do this by copying the XML file with the color settings to the Analysis Node, where ECC will
read them.Otherwise, ECC uses the default color settings.

To make the color preferences available to ECC, use the following steps:

1. Go the folder where you have Predictive Analytics installed.
2. From the Insight folder , copy the AppearanceConfig.xml file.
3. Paste it into the Runtime/AnalysisNode folder.

Warning:  If you change the color preferences in the Appearance Settings, then you need to repeat the steps to update
the AnalysisNode folder with the new version of the AppearanceConfig.xml.

Note:  You define the custom color settings by going to the Tools menu, selecting Preferences and then specifying the colors
for objects and scores in the Appearance Settings section.

 Publishing a Dashboard to ECC

To publish an entire dashboard to the ECC, use the following steps. When you do this, each chart is offered in the ECC as
a dashboard in the ECC Dashboards perspective. Only users of that perspective will see it. To publish charts as widgets for
ECC dashboards, see the instructions in Publishing a Chart to ECC.

Warning:  If you publish a dashboard with a pie chart that has a very high number of data points (more than 100),
the chart will not be able to be rendered in the widget in ECC and freeze your browser. This situation is unlikely, and
probably only would happen as an oversight, because a pie chart with a high number of data points (areas or "slices") is
not meaningful for data analysis.

1. Start at the dashboard that you want to publish.
2. In the Dashboard toolbar, click the Publish Dashboard to ECC button. 

The Publish Dashboard to ECC window appears:

3. Provide the specifications for the dashboard.
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• UC4 Object Name: This is the dashboard object name
• UC4 Object Title: The title that appears in the list of dashboards, which will also be used as a title for the ECC page for

this dashboard.
• Folder: The Automation Engine folder that the dashboard object is assigned to.
• Private: When this is checked only you can see this dashboard in ECC. Clear the checkbox if you want to make the

dashboard available to all users of the ECC Dashboard perspective.

Warning:  Warning: If you publish a dashboard with a pie chart that has a very high number of sectors (more than
100),

4. Click the Publish button.

 

 Publishing a Chart to ECC

To publish a single dashboard chart to the ECC, use the following steps. When you do this, the chart is offered in the ECC as a
widget, which users can include in their ECC dashboards. To publish an entire dashboard with all its charts, see the instructions
in Publishing a Dashboard to ECC.

1. Start at the dashboard that contains the chart which you want to publish.
2. Right-click the chart, and from the context menu that appears select the Publish to ECC option.

The Publish to Web window appears, confirming that the chart was published.

Warning:  Warning: If you publish a pie chart that has a very high number of data points (more than 100),

3. Click the OK button.
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 FAQ
Q: I have created an overview chart, which shows less events

than the info box after searching for all events. Clicking the
reload button in the dashboard view does not help, why?

A: The Analysis Node, which is responsible for gathering
information for dashboards, updates its event storage every
five minutes by default. If you click the reload button five
minutes later, the overview chart will show a different result.
However, you can define the update interval of the Analysis
Node, which is described in the Policy Orchestrator manual.

Q: I changed the 3D settings of my charts, but only one is
displayed in 3D. Why are all other charts still in 2D?

A: If you change advanced properties, you do that for one
chart only, namely the currently selected one. If you want to
display all charts in 3D, you need to change the appropriate
properties of all these charts.

Q: I modified and saved a dashboard. Now these modifications
also apply to the dashboards of other users. Can this be
avoided?

A: Generally speaking, you do not import and export a
dashboard, but you load and save it. I.e., Predictive Analytics
loads a dashboard file from one location and when saving, it
overwrites that same file. If another (windows) user accesses
the same dashboard file, he or she will access the modified
version of that dashboard. If you want to avoid this, save all
your modified dashboards as new files in a separate place, for
example, in the 'My Documents' folder.

 See also:
• Perspectives
• The Info Box
• Templates

81 Searching

 Introduction
Typically Predictive Analytics visualizes a subset of events stored in an EventBase. The Search panel allows a user to select an
EventBase and to enter and execute arbitrary queries against it.

The Search panel offers a straightforward possibility to enter query terms and allows some simple limitations on the search
result.

This chapter will describe the elements and options in the Search panel. Section "Search" shows how to build a query in the
Search panel.

Tip:  Tip: Besides the Search panel the Query Builder panel also offers the possibility to execute search queries against the
selected EventBase. Saving a query template in the Query Builder panel makes it available in the Templates panel. Please refer
to Query Builder for more information on how to build and execute query templates.
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 FAQ
Q: I entered the term '(Madrid OR' in the quick search input box.

When I click 'Search' an error provider is shown complaining
about an 'unexpected term'.

A: Make sure to have a closing bracket for each opening bracket.
The keywords 'AND' and 'OR' are binary operations.

Q: I executed a query with the option 'Single Events'. The tab
'Correlations' in the Configuration Manager panel is empty
and I cannot see correlations in any view.

A: Searching with option 'Single Events' does not take
correlation information into account. Only single events are
queried. That is the reason why no correlations can be shown.
Search with option 'Correlated Events' to see correlations.

Q: I executed a query with the option 'Correlated Events'. Why
don't I get events of a certain type?

A: The option 'Correlated Events' ensures, that only events
that participate in a correlation are returned in the query
result. This certain event type might not participate in any
correlation.

 See also:
• Query Builder
• Templates

82 The Text View

 Introduction
The Text View visualization allows the analysis of event data in a traditional, text-based way, well known from todays widely
spread web search engines. When executing a search in Predictive Analytics, the result is textually presented to the user,
allowing to get a fast overview over the search result as well as drilling down to its details. Depending on the search scope
selected for the executed query the 'hits' in the Text View panel represent correlations (for scope 'Correlated Events') or single
events (for scope 'Single Events').

The text view provides detailed information on correlations, event details and also interacts with other views as it allows filter
and select operations. The following sections will describe the result pages, presented information and possible operations of
the Text View panel in more detail.

 Text View Panel
When executing a query in Predictive Analytics, the Text View panel shows a single page with the first 10 results. Figure 8.1,
"Text View Result Page for Search Scope 'Correlated Events'" illustrates such a search result. Since the query in the figure is
executed using the search scope 'Correlated Events' we see 10 correlations that match the search query (MOON or TESLA).
For every correlation the main facts are shown. On the page's footer we see the possibility to page through the result set. By
clicking on the links 'Next', 'Previous', or by clicking on a specific page number one can jump to a specific page in the result
set. The bold page number indicates the current page.
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Figure 8.1. Text View Result Page for Search Scope 'Correlated Events'

Note:  Note: The correlations in the Text View panel are not sorted by a ranking algorithm but by the time of their occurrence.
So you will find the latest correlations on the first pages, while the oldest correlations are shown on the last pages.

 Search Results with Scope 'Single Events'

When executing Predictive Analytics queries with the search option 'Single Events' the events of the result set are shown on the
text view's result page. The displayed events are collapsed to provide the most important information to the user at a glance.
Each 'hit' on the result page is made up of:

• Event object type name
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The name of the event. E.g. 'Alert'
• Date and time

Date and time of the event's occurrence in Policy Orchestrator system.
• Bullet and border color rectangles

Indicates the bullet and the border color(s) of the event according to the settings in the Event Color Configuration panel.
The upper row of the colorized rectangles indicates the border color, the lower row of rectangles the bullet color. By
default, the event object type's border and bullet colors are shown. If color mappings are applied, as shown in figure
"Event Details in the Expanded Mode" for the selected event 'Alert', all colors that match on the event's bullet or border are
depicted.

• Visualization of the event occurrence

The thin bar below the event object type name indicates the occurrence of the event within the result set. It can be
understood as a minimised time line visualization. In figure "Event Details in the Expanded Mode" we see a selected 'Alert'
event that has occurred rather late within the overall result set.

• Event summary

A short summary where the search terms are found in the event. The event summary tries to provide an insight into the
event, showing which attribute has the matching search terms. Search terms are highlighted in the summary. For example
the search term MOON was found in the attribute 'ServerModel' of the selected 'Alert' event.

• Details

The green colored link 'Details' displays the expanded mode of the event. Similar to the Info Box panel, the event and
its attributes are shown in a tree view. Figure "Event Details in the Expanded Mode" illustrates the detailed view of the
selected 'Alert' event. All event attributes as well as the event header information can be seen in this view. Click the
'Details' link again to return to the collapsed mode.

• Filter

By clicking the link 'Filter' the event is hidden from the current result set. This operation creates a new event object filter in
the Filters panel which is applied to all other capable Predictive Analytics views.
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Text View Result Page with the Search Scope 'Single Events'

By clicking the event object type name, the event gets selected in all Predictive Analytics views and is highlighted grey in the
Text View panel.
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Event Details in the Expanded Mode

 Search Results with Scope 'Correlated Events'

When executing queries in the search scope 'Correlated Events', the topmost level of information shown in the Text View panel
are correlations. The detailed event data of a correlation is only shown on demand if one wants to investigate into a specific
correlation. Section "Correlation Tab View" briefly describes this detailed view.
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Correlations on the result page are collapsed by default, providing the most common information to the user at a glance:

• Correlation set name

The name of the correlation set the result belongs to. E.g. 'TicketHistory'
• Correlation value

The correlation value of the correlation set. This is often a unique identifier for a customer, a ticket, etc.. This value
identifies the correlation of a correlation set.

• Visualization of the correlation duration

The thin bar below the correlation set name and value indicates the start and the end date of the correlation within the
result set. In figure "Text View Result Page for Search Scope 'Correlated Events'" we see a correlation 'TicketHistory
(2007-12-12T21:02:03.0000000+01:00|@T@|1|@T@|1, VIE524143)'. The grey area indicates the duration of the
correlation in the last quarter of the total search result time span. The green text below provides the exact duration of '04d
20h 53m 10s'. The color of the area is defined by the settings in the Correlation Highlighting panel and can help to signalize
specific correlations.

• Correlation summary

A short summary where the search terms are found within the correlation. The correlation summary tries to provide
an insight into the correlation, showing which event object types and which attributes include the search terms. Search
terms are highlighted yellow in the summary. Since the summary can become very long for very large correlations, it is
contracted to a reasonable size of three to four lines.

• Link to expanded mode

The green colored part of the last row at the bottom of each correlation in figure "Text View Result Page for Search Scope
'Correlated Events'" provides the number of events and the total duration of the correlation. By clicking it, the expanded
mode of the correlation is shown. In the expanded mode the number of events per event object type in the correlation is
shown. To collapse the correlation click the link again.

• Show Details

By clicking the link 'Show Details' the correlation is opened in a new tab. Figure "Correlation Tab View of 'TicketHistory
(111155, 1111550)'" shows the tab view for correlation 'TicketHistory (2007-12-12T21:02:03.0000000+01:00|@T@|1|
@T@|1, VIE524143)'. This view allows to see detailed event information similar to what was presented in section "Search
Results with Scope 'Single Events'" . Please refer to section "Correlation Tab View" to learn more about the tab view.

• Filter

By clicking the link 'Filter' the correlation is hidden from the current result set. This operation creates a new correlation
session filter in the Filters panel which is applied to all other capable Predictive Analytics views.

When 'Show Details' is clicked for a correlation, a new tab with the correlation details and events is created and selected. The
original result page is still available in the tab 'Result'. To close a correlation tab click the icon next to the tab name.

Note:  Note: You can open an infinite number of correlations in tabs. You can even open the same correlation in multiple tabs.
The tab 'Result' can not be closed as it always provides the result set overview.

 Correlation Tab View

When opening a correlation in a new tab, the detailed events for the given correlation are shown. This view is similar to the
result page of a 'Single Events' query described in section "Search Results with Scope 'Single Events'", but instead of listing all
events in the result set only the events of a specific correlation are shown. The correlation tab view allows an analyst to inspect
all events of a correlation in detail.

On top of the page, the correlation name and correlation value of the correlation are shown. Below, the 10 latest events of the
correlation are listed. Again paging is provided to step through all events of the correlation.
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Correlation Tab View of 'TicketHistory (111155, 1111550)'

Figure "Correlation Tab View of 'TicketHistory (111155, 1111550)'" shows a 'Ticket Resolved' event and several 'Ticket
Changed' events in the expanded event view mode. Events of a correlation can easily be inspected in the correlation tab view.
While in other views it can be annoying to see detailed information of all events in a correlation - as they are spread over the
time axis - the Text View panel comes with a handy list of these events.

Tip:  Tip: To compare events of the same correlation that are positioned on different pages you may want to open the
correlation twice in a tab.
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 FAQ
Q: Does the summary show all hits of a search term in the event,

in the correlation?

A: No. As with very large correlations the summary can become
badly arranged, the summary is restricted to about 250
characters.

Q: How can i drill down to events in the Text View panel with
the search scope 'Correlated Events'?

A: You first have to click 'Show Details' on the correlation.
Within the correlation's tab view you can expand events by
clicking 'Details'.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• Event Color Configuration
• Filters

83 The Data Table View

 Introduction
The Data Table view panel allows to display the event data of the current search result in a table. Events in the result set are
represented by rows in the table. Every column represents either an event attribute or a correlation. Filters allow to narrow the
result set and additional aggregation to summarize statistical information on single attributes is supported. Color coding can be
applied to the cells of the Data Table. The following sections provide a detailed explanation of all these features available in
the Data Table view.

 Data Table View Panel
To open the Data Table view, select 'View | Data Table View' from the main menu. The following section will provide a first
overview on the different features of the panel.

 Features Overview

In the following, all menus and functionalities of the Data Table view are listed.
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Data Table View Panel

1. Toolbar:

• Data Table Configuration - button: Opens the Data Table Configuration dialog that allows the user to select the columns
(i.e. event attributes and correlations) to be displayed in the data table.

• Export - button: Opens the export file dialog to export the current data table as .xls or .csv file.
• Color Coding - button: Activates/deactivates color coding in the Data Table.

2. Grouping area: Allows to group the data table by columns via drag-and-drop.
3. Column header:

• Attribute name: The name of the event attribute or correlation.
• Summary - button: Opens a dialog providing aggregation values for displaying at the bottom of the table.

4. Filter settings:

• Operator - drop-down menu: Allows to select the operator for the filter. For numeric values arithmetic operators are
supported, for string values even regular expressions or SQL like clauses can be defined.

• Value - drop-down menu: Lists possible values.
• Clear - button: Clears the currently applied filter.

5. Data table entries: The attribute and correlation values of the events.
6. Summaries: Shows the aggregation values selected via the summary - button (3).

 Data Table Configuration

This configuration dialog allows to select which event type attributes to display in the Data Table view. By default no
attributes are selected and the Data Table view panel shows no entries. To open the data table configuration dialog, click on the
button on the left of the toolbar.
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Data Table View Toolbar

All attributes and correlations listed on the right hand side, i.e. as 'Used Attributes', will be available in the data table grid
as column. In addition to custom attributes, also the header attributes can be selected. Not only event attributes, but also
correlations are available. Correlations are represented by their correlation session id in the data table.

The data table configuration dialog provides the following features:

Data Table Configuration Dialog
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• Tree Mode / Flat Mode - buttons: Allow to toggle between flat mode and tree mode. The screenshot above shows tree mode
for the available attributes and flat mode for the used attributes.

• Clear - button: Allows to remove all used attributes and correlations.
• Add - button: Adds the attributes and correlations, which are currently selected in the left field.
• Remove - button: Removes the attributes and correlations, which are currently selected in the right field.

Moreover, the dialog provides context menus for both the available attributes and the already used ones. Those allow to add
and remove attributes and correlations.

The dialog also supports adding and removing attributes and correlations by drag-and-drop. Please take a look at the screenshot
below. The drag-and-drop process is indicated by a red arrow.

Adding an Attribute by Drag-and-Drop

 Summaries

The Data Table view supports displaying summaries on attributes and correlations to provide a quick overview on the data.
The filtered data is taken into account to aggregate the following statistical indicators:

Summary Description Supported attribute types

Average The numerical average value. Numeric types

Count The number of listed events. All events
are taken into account, also NULL
values for this attribute.

All

Sum The sum of the attribute values of all
events.

Numeric types

Minimum The smallest occurring value of the
attribute. For temporal attributes, the
earliest value, for string and boolean
attributes, the first occurring value in
alphabetical order will be depicted.

All
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Summary Description Supported attribute types

Maximum The biggest occurring value of the
attribute in case of a numerical attribute.
For temporal attributes, the latest value,
for string and boolean attributes, the
value occurring last in alphabetical order
will be depicted.

All

Summaries

To show the summary for an attribute or correlation, push the button on the right end of the column header.

Summary - Button

A dialog allowing to select the summaries will be shown.

Summary Dialog

Mark the checkboxes of those summaries you want to display for the attribute or correlation. Summaries not available for the
currently selected attribute type will be disabled. Apply the settings by clicking 'OK'. Afterwards the summary values will be
displayed at the bottom of the panel.

 Filter Criteria

The Data Table view allows to filter event data. The following operators can be combined and applied to columns:

Operator Description Supported attribute types

Equals Filters out all events with any value
other than the selected one.

All

Does not equal Filters out all events with a certain
value.

All
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Operator Description Supported attribute types

Less than or equal to Reduces the events to those with an
attribute value smaller than or equal to a
certain value.

All

Less than Reduces the events to those with an
attribute value smaller than a certain
value.

All

Greater than or equal to Reduces the events to those with an
attribute value greater than or equal to a
certain value.

All

Greater than Reduces the events to those with an
attribute value greater than a certain
value.

All

Like Reduces the events to those with the
attribute matching a certain SQL-like
clause.

String, Boolean

Not like Filters out all events showing an
attribute value matching a certain SQL-
like clause.

String, Boolean

Matches regular expression Reduces the events to those showing
an attribute value matching a certain
regular expression.

String, Boolean

Does not match Filters out all events with the attribute
value matching a certain regular
expression.

String, Boolean

Starts with Reduces the events to those with an
attribute value starting with a certain
string.

String, Boolean

Does not start with Filters out all events showing an
attribute value starting with a certain
string.

String, Boolean

Contains Reduces the events to those with the
attribute value containing a certain
string.

String, Boolean

Does not contain Filters out all events with an attribute
value containing a certain string.

String, Boolean

Ends with Reduces the events to those with the
attribute value ending with a certain
string.

String, Boolean

Does not end with Filters out all events with an attribute
value ending with a certain string.

String, Boolean

Filter Operators

To apply an operator to a column, use the operator drop-down menu, as shown below.
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Operator Selection

Afterwards enter the filter value in the input field or use the drop-down menu to select a value. For numeric attributes the drop
down shows a list of all occurring values. Moreover, for numeric, string and boolean attributes and correlations the drop-down
provides the following entries:

Selection Description

Custom Filters according to a customized filter criteria. Opens a
dialog allowing to combine multiple filters and filter attribute
values depending on other attribute values of the event.

Blanks Represents all undefined values.

NonBlanks Represents all defined values.

Value Drop-Down Menu

For date time attributes, the drop-down provides a calender dialog to select a date.
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Drop-Down for Date Time Attributes

 Custom Filter Criteria

For attributes and correlations, filter criteria can be combined and values of other attributes can be taken into account for
filtering. In order to create such filter conditions, open the drop-down menu for the filter value and select 'Custom'. The Filter
Criteria dialog will be opened, providing the following features:
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Filter Criteria Dialog

• And / or conditions: Used to select whether the defined conditions should all be fulfilled, or only one of them must be true
for the attribute value to be listed.

• Add a condition: Adds a new empty condition.
• Delete condition: Deletes the selected condition.
• Operator: Provides a drop-down menu for all available operators, which have been explained before, see table "Filter

Operators".
• Operand: Allows to define the value and also lists all other attributes comparable to the used attribute by the currently

selected operator.
• OK: Confirms the made settings and closes the dialog.
• Cancel: Cancels the changes made and closes the dialog.

 Grouping, Arranging and Sorting by Columns

The panel allows you to group the events by columns. To do so, drag and drop the column of choice in the field above
the result window, referred to as group panel. The results are now shown as groups consisting of the event entries. The
functionality allows grouping in higher degree too. The user can select multiple columns successively to group the result set.
The group panel displays the grouping tree. Single columns can be removed from the grouping by dragging and dropping them
again. The screenshot below shows an example result set, grouped by two columns.
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Grouping by Columns

Columns can also be re-arranged via drag-and-drop. During dragging a column, possible positions will be indicated by a red
arrow.

To sort the data table by a column, click on the header of the column, showing the display name of the attribute or correlation.
By clicking the column again, the sorting order will be changed.

 Apply color to cells

The Data Table view allows the user to color the cells for better visibility. For this to work, you have to enable this feature with
the button 'Use Color Coding'. Color coding only works on Attribute level. See Event Color Configuration.

 Export Data Table as Excel File

The Data Table view allows the user to export the currently displayed table as .xls file.
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Export Data Table

To export the currently displayed table, click the 'Export' button in the toolbar, see figure "Data Table View Panel". A dialog
opens, allowing to enter the file name and select the folder to store the file in. The default file type is .xls, which will create an
Excel file. Alternatively, .csv can be selected as file type, which will export the data into a comma separated text file. Please
note that when exporting as csv file, no grouping, filtering and color coding is applied.

After locating the folder and entering the name of the file, click 'OK' to confirm and close the dialog. Click 'Cancel' to exit the
dialog without exporting.

 FAQ
Q: My data table view shows no attributes, why?

A: Check if your search result is non-empty (e.g. using the
Infobox). Then make sure to select at least one attribute
using the data table configuration, see section "Data Table
Configuration".

Q: How can I filter events according to their time of creation.

A: Use the data table configuration dialog to select the header
attribute 'timeCreated'. Then define a filter on this attribute.

Q: How can I group by an attribute?

A: Attributes can be grouped by dragging and dropping them in
the grouping area at the top of the data table view, please see
section "Grouping, Arranging and Sorting by Columns".

Q: Is it possible to figure out the sum of all values in a column?

A: Yes, summaries for columns can be added using the
'Summary' button, please see section "Summaries". Not
only the sum can be aggregated, also minimum, maximum,
average and count are provided.

 See also:
• Searching
• The Info Box

84 The Info Box

 Introduction
The Info box panel displays various textual information, including an overview of the current result set, the content (attributes)
of selected events and details about selected correlations. It is intended as a quick-watch tool: Dependent on the current
selection in a visualization it displays according details.

 The Events View
The info box events view shows details for a selected event. Details about an event can be displayed by simply clicking an
event to select it. If multiple events are selected, the single events are paged at the top of the view similar to paging in common
web search-engines.
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Info Box Events View

The above figure shows the elements of the events view. At the top right corner, several color squares are shown. They
indicate the event's color configuration. The first row displays the border colors, the second row shows the bullet colors
configured for the event. In the above example, the output corresponds to the following color configuration (for further details
on event color configuration please refer to Event Color Configuration):

Example Color Coding

The event's header attributes contain meta information about an event. For example, the header contains the unique event
GUID (globally unique identifier), the full event type URI or the time at which the event occured.

The major information provided in the events view of the info box is the content of the event attributes. All event attributes are
listed in a tree-like structure. For the attributes' values, the string representation is displayed.

 The Correlations View
Similar to the events view, the correlations view displays details for a selected correlation. If multiple correlations are selected,
paging allows to switch between the correlations' details pages.
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Info Box Correlations View

The view displays the correlation set name, the correlation data and event statistics. Correlation data contains the event
attribute values, by which the events in the correlation where correlated. For instance, if a correlation set is defined to correlate
ticket events by their attribute 'ScNumber', the correlation data will display the value of the attribute 'ScNumber' id (e.g.
VIE523392) for a given correlation.

The event statistics shows the number of events of each event type contained in the correlation and the total number of events.

 Info Box Context Menu
The Info Box panel provides a context menu on selected text. After selecting text, a right-click shows the following context
menu:

Context Menu on selected text

'Copy Selection' copies the selected text to the clipboard. In addition, the quick link 'Search for <selection>' is available to
directly search for the selected words. This operation enters the search term to the quick search box and invokes a search
operation.

 FAQ
Q: Where do I find the Info Box panel in the Event Analyzer?
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A: If the Info Box panel is not visible in the default layout of the
Event Analyzer, it may either be hidden or docked behind one
of the other panels. In this case select 'View | Info Box' in the
program's main menu to bring the control to front.

Q: I selected several events. Which one is the one displayed in
the Info Box?

A: In the Info Box panel, always the last selected event is
displayed. The other selected events are available as well and
can be reached via the paging at the top of the events view.

Q: How can I display an event in the Info Box?

A: In order to display an event in the Info Box you have to select
it in one of the visualization views (event tunnel, timeline,
chart or text view). In the event tunnel, the chart and the
timeline, additional context menus are available when right-
clicking an event.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Time Line

85 Query Builder

 Introduction
The Query Builder offers a drag and droppable user interface to build queries using configurable query blocks. It allows
to save and manage such queries as so called query templates which can be later accessed in the Templates panel. Query
templates provide a fast way to execute recurring queries. To preserve an easy customization possibility, templates allow the
usage of adaptable variables.

Note:  Note: Be aware of the difference between a query and a query template. A query can be built with the Query Builder
to execute a specific search against the EventBase. If you want to reuse the query, you can save it as a query template. This
template is then available on every further start of Predictive Analytics. If you do not save the query as query template, the
query is lost when closing Predictive Analytics.

Note:  If you open a query template from the Templates panel in the Query Builder you can manipulate it to execute a
specially-tailored query against the EventBase. Changes to the query template can be saved back to the query template. In case
you do not save changes to a query template, you will be asked to before closing Predictive Analytics.

Building Predictive Analytics queries in the graphical query builder has some advantages over the Search panel. First of all, it
provides a well arranged overview of the different parts of the query. Furthermore, it offers more detailed filter options.

Figure "Query Builder Panel" shows the query builder panel and its four main parts. The toolbar allows to create and save
an opened query. The query block list shows the available options to define a query. The main query builder panel shows the
currently opened query (or queries, i.e. tabbed) where you can add, change and remove query blocks. Finally, the variables
section at the bottom contains all the variables defined within a query.
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Query Builder Panel

 Creating a new Query

Before you can create a new query, an EventBase has to be selected in the upper left corner of Predictive Analytics. If this is
the case, clicking the button 'New Query' in the toolbar opens the Template wizard which allows to enter a name and a short
description for the new template you want to create as shown in figure "Query Template Wizard".
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Query Template Wizard

After pressing the 'Finish' button the Template wizard creates a new, empty query template, showing the 'Search Scope' query
block. After a query has been created, query blocks can be added to refine the outcome of the query as needed. To add any of
the query blocks from the list, simply drag and drop them onto the opened query next to an already existing query block.

When you are finished, you can save the query. The query then is checked for syntactical validity. If an error is reported, the
query blocks failing to validate are highlighted and an explanation is given as a tooltip if you hover over one of the incorrectly
configured query blocks as shown in figure "Query Block Validation Error". If the query is valid it will be saved and can later
be executed from within the templates panel.

Query Block Validation Error

Note:  Note: By using the 'Load' button or double-clicking a list entry in the templates panel, the query template will also be
validated. So if a query is not valid, the search query is canceled and the validation errors are shown in the Query Builder.
When you save an invalid query, the Query Builder points out that the query will not be able to be executed but you will be
asked whether you want to save the invalid query template anyway. Invalid queries are marked with a red 'x' in the icon of the
query in the Templates panel.

 Saving and closing Queries

The button 'Save Template' allows to save the modifications made in a query template instance back to its template. This is
useful if you want to quickly manipulate and save an existing template.

After saving a query, it will be available in the Templates panel from which it can be opened at any time.

The deleting, renaming, saving-as and other options are available in the Templates panel only.

To close an open template in the Query Builder right click the tab of the template and select Close. To close all open templates
select Close All. Modified templates are indicated by a blue exclamation mark in the tab. If you close a template with unsaved
changes, the Query Builder will ask you to save these changes.
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 Query Blocks
Query blocks are the essential building blocks of an Predictive Analytics query template. A query consists of several
query blocks which can be arranged to represent the underlying logical structure of the query, i.e. logical AND and OR
concatenations and work as follows: query blocks in the same row are OR concatenated while each row is AND concatenated
with all the other rows. Within one row, only the same type of query block is allowed.

Tip:  Tip: The following types of query blocks can only be added once to a query: Correlation Set Filer, Event Object Type
Filter, Aggregated Score Access, Limit Search Result and Time Constraint.

Tip:  Tip: When a query becomes complex, it may be useful to collapse query blocks to save screen space. Most query blocks
provide an expand/collapse icon in their header. When you collapse a query block, the current state of the block is summarized
in the block's header.

All the available query blocks are listed on the left hand side. To add a query block, simply drag and drop it into a currently
opened query template in a new row or next to a query block of the same type. Valid locations for a query block are
highlighted by a yellow background during a drag operation as shown in figure "Adding a Query Block via drag-and-drop". If
you need to reposition a query block within the current query template simply drag it to the new location.

Adding a Query Block via drag-and-drop

Whenever a query is in an invalid state, the responsible query block will be highlighted red and meaningful error messages will
be provided as tooltips. To remove a query block again, select it and use the DEL key on your keyboard.

In the following, the different types of query blocks will be briefly described. Some of the query blocks allow to use variables
which will be covered in the next section.
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 Search Scope

It is possible to change the search scope for a query, i.e. whether only the single matching events should be included in the
result set or events correlated to them as well. For a discussion about the search scopes please refer to section "Search Scope".

Search Scope

 Full-Text Search

Unlike the quick search the query builder allows to search without specific keywords since it offers enough other possibilities
to constrain the search result. However, adding search terms to the query will still often prove to be useful and can simply be
included by adding a 'Full Text Contained' query block.

Full-Text Search Keywords

The full-text search works similar as a web search engine. You can enter single words, phrases and the logical operators
AND, OR and NOT. If an operator between two terms is missing, a logical AND concatenation is assumed, i.e. 'Vienna
London' equals 'Vienna AND London'. Operators are not case sensitive, thus and is equivalent to AND, as are the search words
themselves, i.e. Vienna finds Vienna and vienna. It is furthermore possible to use brackets to structure the query. For more
information and examples on the query language please refer to section "Search Query".

Tip:  Tip: Instead of defining complex operators in a single 'Full Text Contained' query block, one can add multiple blocks into
one query. As these blocks are concatenated by the query builder's logical structure (OR in the same row, AND if in different
rows) you don't have to care much about the query language operators.

 Event Object Type Filter

The event object type filter can be used to restrict which event object types are searched for. Restricting the search to certain
event object types is as simple as checking the boxes in front of each one to be included, i.e. checked event object types are
included. The buttons 'Check All' and 'Uncheck All' can be used to quickly change the overall selection status.

It is not allowed to execute a search with no event object type selected since such a query could never yield any results.

Event Object Type Filter

Moreover there is the possibility to boost performance by using the 'Preloaded Attributes' tab. It allows you to select attributes
of the pre-selected events in the 'Types' tab which are immediately loaded with the query against the EventBase. These
attributes can be additionally used as an 'Order by' criteria in a Limit Search Result.
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Event Object Type Filter

 Correlation Set Filter

This filter can be used to restrict which correlation sets should be searched in. Again, simply check the box in front of the
correlation sets that should be included in the result set or use the buttons to quickly check or uncheck all of them. At least one
correlation set has to be selected in order to execute a search. Although it is still possible to execute a search for single events
with this type of filter, it only makes sense to use it when the search scope is set to correlated events.

Correlation Set Filter

 Time Constraint

If you already know which time interval you want to explore it is very useful to restrict the search to it, even more so if the
search result is otherwise potentially very large. It is possible to restrict only one end of the time interval, i.e. either start or
end date time. If searching for correlations, only events whose correlation session has its beginning and end within the time
intervals will be included in the search result, i.e. if only one event from a correlation session is filtered by the time constraint,
the whole session will be filtered. This is called a fixed Time Constraint.

Time Constraint
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A dynamic time stamp allows you to search for events that occured in the past until now, whereas the input 'Past' must contain
the time span.

If 'Apply On Single Events' is checked, not all evens of a correlation must fullfill the time constraint but only those which do,
will appear in the result set.

 Event Attribute Filter

This type of filter allows to use EA expressions to restrict what is returned in the search result. Since the EA expression is
applied to a collection of events it has to be written that way, i.e. placing the conditions into brackets for each event object type
(please refer to the Policy Orchestrator User Guide for more details).

Event Attribute Filter

The checkbox Include Correlated Events indicates if correlated events of those events matching the conditions should be
included in the search result as well. For example, the EA expression shown in figure "Event Attribute Filter" only includes
AggregateInformation events where the manufacturer is 'MOON' and the severity is high. But because correlated events should
be included as well, the search result will contain any event correlated to these AggregateInformation events, e.g. the Ticket
created event followed by an Alert.

Tip:  Tip: Mind, that if you can apply an Event Attribute Filter also with an SQL Where Clause Constraint, you should prefer
latter due to performance reasons.

 Aggregated Score Access

The Aggregated Score Access is used to combine a query with score values. For more information about scores see the Policy
Orchestrator User Guide .

In the upper part of the query block you must select the score and its property you want to use in the query. Next, you can
define a time frame for which the score is calculated. Normally, if you use this calculation period you would use a time
constraint block with the same time data. You can also choose a dynamic time stamp (see section "Time Constraint"). In
the next part of the query block the comparison operation is chosen. It defines the value which the sums of score values are
compared with to decide whether to take a score property into account or not. You can either use a discrete value or the actual
minimum, maximum or average value of that score. Finally you have to select an event object type and an attribute. The
attribute must contain the same semantical value as the score property. In the end, that query block returns all events which
have an attribute that has the same value as the selected property of the score whereas the score value fullfills the comparision
operation.
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Aggregated Score Access

In figure "Aggregated Score Access" an example is shown where the name of the score is 'ErrorCount' and the selected
property is called 'HostID'. The sums for all scores with the same HostID are calculated and then compared with the value 5. If
they are greater or equal to 5 the alert events with the according HostID will be in the result set.

The Aggregated Score Access query block can only be used correctly for scores which are incremented by one.

 SQL Where Clause Constraint

The SQL Where Clause Constraint allows you to add a specific search criteria like in a normal SQL Select command. For
this feature you have to select an event and one of its attributes. In the 'Where Clause' text box, you have to input a where
constraint in SQL syntax.
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SQL Where Clause Constraint

In the example above, only events of the type 'Alert' will be filtered. The 'Where Clause' defines, that only those 'Alert' events
will be returned, which 'Manufacturer' value begins with the string MOO.

By checking 'Include Correlated Events' the result set will additionally contain all correlated events to the found events.

 Limit Search Result

This query block allows you to set a maximum limit of returned events for the query against the EventBase.

Limit Search Result

'Fetch top' takes the maximum number of events returned by the query. By default the events are ordered by their creation time
before the maximum number of events is returned. This can be changed by selecting a different 'Order by' criteria.

Tip:  Tip: Other 'Order by' criterias than Date Time can only be used if there is an Event Object Type Filter with any selected
preloaded attributes.

The 'Sorting' criteria defines how the result is sorted before returning the maximum number of events. By choosing 'Ascending'
the events with the lowest value in the 'Order by' criteria will be returned with the query.

 Variables
Variables are a powerful concept to keep query templates easily customizable without having to change anything at the query
template structure itself. To create a new variable simply click the variable symbol in front of the value which should be
replaced by the variables value. Afterwards, a new variable will be created and listed in the variables section as shown in figure
"Query Variables" where you can change the variable name to something meaningful. Furthermore, you can now change the
default value for the variable, and therefore for the query block respectively, either in the variables section or in the query
block as before.
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Query Variables

But the real advantage of variables is unleashed when the query templates are used from the Templates panel as described in
Templates, where you can adapt the variables for each query template without having to open it up in the query builder every
time.

 FAQ
Q: Why would I prefer the Query Builder over 'Quick Search'?

A: There are two reasons: First, it offers four query options
which are not available in the Quick Search panel: the Event
Attribute Filter, the Aggregated Score Access, the SQL
Where Clause Constraint and the Limit Search Result. And
second it provides a sophisticated way to define reusable
queries once as a template and reuse them via the Templates
panel.

Q: Can I rename variables?

A: Variables can be renamed in the 'Variables' view. Click the
'Variable Name' and insert a new name. Empty variable
names are not allowed.
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Q: Is the order of the query blocks important? Does the order has
affects on the result?

A: No, the order of query blocks has no affects how the query
template is executed. Imagine the template as pattern
matching for events. Events that fulfill all search constraint
are returned in the result set. So you can order the query
blocks as you desire as long as you are aware of the logical
structure of the query (query blocks in the same row are OR
concatenated, the rows are AND concatenated).

 See also
• Searching
• Templates

86 Event Color Configuration

 Introduction
Each event implicitly consists of multiple data dimensions: the event's attributes. Event attributes are of varying data types
and capture information that characterizes the kind of incident represented by this event. What sounds complicated at the first
glance, becomes clear when considering a simple example: An event reflecting the incidence of an alert could contain the
following attributes:

• Alert ID
• Alert Class
• Severity
• Source
• Message
• ...

Each of these attributes provides valuable information for data analysis. Therefore, Predictive Analytics provides mechanisms
to visually encode such attributes in the renderings. One of these mechanisms is event color coding.

Via event color coding, attribute values of events can selectively be mapped to colors. For example, for 'Alert' events we could
color all alerts with a severity greater than 30 in red. By doing so, such events are immediately visible and highlighted in the
visualizations as they can easily be distinguished from other 'Alert' events.

The fundamental workflow of color coding is as follows:

1. Define a condition which selects the events to be colored (e.g. Alert.Severity>30, which selects all events with a value of
the 'Severity' attribute greater than 30).

2. Select the color and repaint the visualization.

 Adding Color Conditions
This section explains how to add custom color conditions according to an example from a ticket management application. The
analyst wants to set the following colors:

• Show events with a severity greater than 30 in red
• Show alerts with source 'SERVICE' in green

These color configurations can be entered as follows:

1. Locate the 'Alert' event type and select 'New condition | Bullet' from the context menu to add a new condition that applies
to the bullet color of events.
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Adding a color condition from the context menu
2. Enter the following condition expression, and set the color to red:

Severity > 30

Note:  Note: After entering the expression and leaving the input field, the condition is evaluated automatically. If it is
incorrect, the text gets colored in red. When hovering the mouse over a faulty condition, a tool-tip provides addition
information on why the expression is invalid.

3. Repeat these steps to add a second condition for the 'Alert' event type with the following expression:

Source = 'SERVICE'

This time, add the condition for the border color instead of the bullet color and select a green color. The panel should now
look as follows:
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Event color configuration with two color conditions
4. Finally, click the apply button to update the visualizations.

In the event tunnel we can see the result of the mapping. The following figure shows a segment of the tunnel with 'Alerts'
events. Events with high severity can immediately be identified by the red bullet color. Those alerts coming from a service can
be recognized by the green border color.

Color highlighting in the event tunnel

 Using the Discrete Values Condition Generator
If multiple conditions are required to cover distinct values in the result set, it can be cumbersome to enter all these conditions
manually. The alternative is to use the automatic discrete value condition generator. This condition generator works as
follows: For string attributes such as 'Source' one condition for each distinct string value is generated (i.e. Source='SERVICE',
Source='NETMONITOR',..). The same applies to numeric values.

To show how the condition generator works for discrete values (such as string event attributes), we will again consider an
example from a ticket management application. An 'Alert' event, which reflects a rising ticket, contains an attribute called
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'Source' which holds the name of the program part where the issue has arisen. Using the condition generator, the analyst can
easily map the locations to distinct colors. This can be achieved as follows:

1. Right-click the event type 'Alert' and select 'Create Discrete Values Conditions | Source' from the context menu.

Creating Discrete Values Conditions from the Context Menu
2. Now you can choose among four different color coding schemes:

• 'Gradient Colors'
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This scheme will assign each upcoming value with different color nuances calculated from the color set for the event
type.

• 'Distinct Colors'

To visibly different colors for mapping events, choose this scheme.
• 'Red to Green'

If you want to highlight important or high values with a green and minor ones with a red color, this scheme is the right
one. In case of string values, strings starting with early letters of the alphabet (like an 'A') will be asigned a reddish
colors whereas late letters (e.g. 'Z') will be green.

• 'Green to Red'

Vice versa to 'Red to Green'
3. Finally you can choose, whether you like to assign the color condition to the border, the bullet or both.
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Colors: Context Menu: Assignment
4. The generator will add a condition for each distinct value in the result set. The generated colors can of course be adjusted

(see section  "Changing Colors").
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Colors: Generated Discrete Values Conditions

The above figure shows, that in this example eight conditions are auto-generated. One advantage of the auto-generation
mode is to not have to know the exact values in the result set. Instead, the software automatically walks through the current
result and proposes conditions.

5. After selecting suitable colors, the 'Apply' button has to be clicked to update the visualizations.

 Using the Value Ranges Condition Generator
If multiple conditions are required to cover a value range in the result set, it can be cumbersome to enter all these conditions
manually. The alternative is to use the automatic value ranges condition generator. This condition generator works as follows:
For numeric values, 5 conditions are generated, which span the complete value range in the result set.

In general the 'Value Ranges Condition Generator'' works the same way as the 'Discrete Value Condition Generator' with two
differences: First, it only works with numerical values. Second, it will creat exactly five conditions for the whole value range
equally distributed.
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Colors: Value Ranges Condition Generator

 Deleting Color Conditions
Existing conditions can be removed from the color table by selecting the according rows, and clicking the 'Delete' button in the
tool bar or pressing the DEL key.

Colors: Deleting Color Conditions
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Row selection works best by clicking the grey row selector squares at the left of each row. By holding the left mouse button
and moving it over several row selectors, multiple rows can be efficiently selected at once.

 Changing Colors
Colors set for event types or conditions can easily be changed by clicking the color square. As shown in the following
screenshot, a color picker shows up.

Colors: Deleting Color Conditions

Click the desired color in the color chooser to select a new color and close the color chooser. After clicking the 'Apply' button,
the new color will be visible in the visualization.

 Color Conditions Context Menu
For existing color conditions, several operations are available from the context menu, including to delete the condition, swap
bullet and border colors and reset the color to the event type color. Details on each of the context menu operations can be
found below.
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Colors: Conditions Context Menu

• Delete

Deletes a single color condition.
• Border Color

If this option is checked, the condition is applied to the border of events. The according color square allows to change the
border color for events which meet the color condition.

• Bullet Color

Determines if the condition applies to event bullets.
• Adapt to Base Colors

Adjusts one or multiple conditions selected to the base color (the color which is set for the event type). If multiple rows are
selected (hold CTRL while using the right mouse button), color nuances from the base color are used.

• Switch Border to Bullet Color

Switches the color set as the border color to the bullet color. If no bullet color is set, this operation will remove the bullet
color as well.

• Switch Bullet to Border Color

Similar to 'Switch Border to Bullet Color', but moves the border color to the bullet color.
• Swap Colors

Swaps border and bullet color.
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 FAQ
Q: I try to enter a condition, but after clicking the repaint button,

the condition text is painted in red, and nothing has changed
in the visualization.

A: This means that the entered condition is not a valid EA
expression. Invalid conditions are ignored when refreshing
the visualizations. If you move the mouse cursor over the
faulty condition, the tool tip will provide further information
on why the condition is invalid.

Q: How can I remove all conditions?

A: The 'Reset' button can be used to reset the complete color
coding, which means that all conditions are removed.

Q: What happens if several conditions apply for one event? How
will this event be colored?

A: The handling depends on the visualization. The event tunnel,
event chart and time line show all condition colors, by
dividing the event surface into several pies, each assigned
with one condition color.

Multiple Colors on one Single Event

In the event text view and the info box, the mapped colors are
displayed as small color squares. If several conditions match,
multiple color squares will be rendered, as demonstrated in
the figure below.

Multiple Colors on one Single Event in the Event Text
View

 See also
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• The Time Line

87 Size Coding

 Introduction
In many cases event attributes are numeric values such as quantities, durations and the like. For instance with ticket events, the
priority or the repeat count is captured as a numeric attribute of the events. A natural representation for these kind of data is
size: the higher the priority, the larger an event bullet appears in the visualization.
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By offering the size coding functionality, Predictive Analytics provides an analyst with flexible mechanisms to establish
such size mappings. It allows to map numeric event attributes to the size of event bullets and borders. The mapping is fully
configurable, with the possibility to determine the mapped size of the events exactly as well as to group mappings and align
them to each other.

The following sections describe the configuration options provided by the Size Configuration panel.

 Configuring Default Sizes
Default sizes allow to quickly adjust the size of all plotted events. Two separate sliders ('Default Bullet Size' and 'Default
Border Width') allow to modify the bullet as well as the border default size of events.

Default Sizes Configuration

Bullet sizes can be assigned a value between 5 and 40. Border sizes can vary from 0 to 20, which means that it is possible to
hide the event's border completely.

After dragging the sliders to the desired value, click the 'Apply' button to update the visualizations.

 Aligning Event Types
In section "Adding a Size Mapping" we saw how to add a size coding for a single event type. Per default, after selecting an
attribute for a mapping, values are proposed that span the complete result set values of the concerned event type. In case it is
required to map the values of two or more event types in the same way, this can be problematic. Again, an example clarifies
why. Suppose to have two event types, namely 'Ticket Changed' and 'Ticket Reopened'. Both types do have an attribute
that captures the priority. In the result set the range of priorities may be different for both event types. For example, 'Ticket
Changed' events could have values between -1 and 9 while 'Ticket Reopened' events reach from 2 to 5. If we add a default
mapping for both of these event types, the result would be that due to the different mapping ranges 'Ticket Reopened' events
with a value of 5 will be assigned with the largest bullet size, while 'Ticket Changed' events with the same amount will be
mapped to a size that is rather on the average.

One solution is to manually adjust the mapping values. The drawback is that it is cumbersome to manually enter mapping
values and in addition, on a new search the auto-adjustment functionality cannot be used.

The elegant solution is to use the event type alignment functionality. An alignment groups two or more events of different
type. The proposed mapping values span the minimum and maximum values of all event types that have been aligned.
Considering the case given above, also the 'Ticket Changed' and 'Ticket Reopened' event types can be grouped. The proposed
mapping range for the 'Priority' attribute would be from -1 to 9 then.

In order to create an event type alignment, carry out the following steps:

1. First, select an attribute for each event object type you want to be aligned (in fact, this can be also done after the grouping
of the types has been achieved).

2. Select the event object types which you want to have aligned, and press the 'Align Event Object Types' button.
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Aligning Event Object Types for Size Coding
3. A new group is created, containing the selected event types. When selecting the group, the mapping values can be adjusted.

The above presented options 'Adjust mapping values on new search' and 'Handling of values outside the mapping range' are
now available for the complete group.
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Size Mapping Values for a Group of Event Types

Tip:  Tip: Size mapping groups (with the exception of the default group) can be renamed by double-clicking the group
name and entering a new name for the group.

 Removing Event Type Alignments
In order to ungroup aligned event types, simply select the group in the size coding table, and click the 'Remove Aligned Group'
button in the tool bar. This button is available only after a group has been selected.
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Removing an Event Type Alignment Group

Note:  Note: After removing a group, the event types will keep their activation level. This means that if attributes are selected
for the event types in the group (yellow light bulb icon), they will remain selected after the ungroup operation. The mapping
values will be those that where set before grouping the event types.

 Using EA Expressions for Selective Size Coding
The size coding configuration being shown throughout the previous sections were always mapped to all events of a certain
event type (an exception were events with values outside the mapping range). By making use of EA expressions, the subset
of events to which a size coding applies can be exactly defined. For each event type, an expression can be entered. This
expression determines the subset of events to which the mapping is applied.

If - for instance - an analyst is interested in the severity of 'Alert' events that have arisen for a certain manufacturer, it is
possible to set the default border size to zero, and for 'Alert' events with the desired manufacturer type to add a size mapping
for the border size. By that 'Alert' events with the desired manufacturer will have varying border sizes according to their
severity, all other 'Alert' events will not have a border at all.

Restricting the set of events to which the size configuration applies, is straight-forward: for each event type, an expression can
be directly entered in the size coding table in a separate column placed at the right hand side of the corresponding event type.
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Border Size Configuration with EA Expression

The figure above shows an example: By entering the expression

Manufacturer='MOON'

in the column on the right side only those events whose attribute 'Manufacturer' has the value MOON are selected for the
mapping. All other events of this type are not affected by the mapping.

Note:  Note: Be sure to enter a valid expression. When the expression cell looses the focus (i.e. as soon as another control
is clicked) the expression is validated. If it is painted in red then, the entered condition was invalid. If the 'Apply' button
is clicked with an invalid expression, this expression is removed from the size coding table and is reset to the last valid
expression that has been entered (or completely cleared, if no condition was entered before).

In addition, the figure shows, that for the border sizes, the mapping can be configured as for bullet sizes. The only difference is
that the proposed border size range reaches about from 1 to 15, which is typically sufficient.

 Removing Size Codings
Existing size codings are kept as long as they are not removed manually. Basically there are two options to remove a size
coding:

• Reset the complete control - In this case all mappings will be discarded and the control is reset to its initial state again.
Resetting the complete control can be done by clicking the 'Reset' button in the tool bar.

• Disable the mappings temporarily - This feature removes the size mappings, but existing configurations (i.e. mapping
values) are kept, so when reactivating the configuration, the mapping settings are available again.

To disable all mappings at once, a separate button is available in the tool bar (see "The Sizes Panel"). Single mappings can be
disabled by selecting the event type and selecting '<None>' in the attribute selector drop-down box.
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Select <none> to Remove a Size Coding

The availability of active or inactive mappings is indicated by light bulbs in the size coding table. A yellow bulb indicates that
for this event type an attribute is selected and the mapping is activated. A switched-off light bulb (grey) shows that for this
event type at least one mapping is available, but inactive at the moment.

Light Bulbs in the Size Coding Table

 FAQ
Q: I entered an EA expression for an event type, but after

clicking the 'Apply' button, the expression was lost.
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A: This occurs if an invalid expression is entered. When clicking
the 'Apply' button immediately after entering an expression,
you cannot see the evaluation result, because on clicking
'Apply', all invalid expressions are just discarded. The best
solution is to enter the expression, and then to click into some
white space of the configuration table. The expression is
evaluated and painted in red, if it turns out to be invalid. If
this happens and an invalid expression is encountered, a tool
tip shows the reason why the expression is not valid and thus
helps you correcting it.

Q: Why do I need to align event types?

A: Please refer to section "Aligning Event Types" for a detailed
explanation on why and how to use event type alignment.

Q: I configured a size mapping for a certain event attribute. Then
I searched again. Now in the result set values are available
that are even larger than the former attribute values in the
result set, but in the visualization these events are plotted
smaller than some other events. Why?

A: Probably the option to adjust the mapping on the new search
was not set. In this case the mapping range remains fixed,
and does not include the new events with larger values. As
they are outside the range, they may be assigned with the
default size and therefore smaller than large events within
the mapping range. To avoid this problem, the size mapping
configuration can be set to automatically adjust to a new
search. Please refer to section "Adding a Size Mapping" for
further details on this option and its impact.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• The Time Line

88 Shape Coding

 Introduction
Like color and size coding, shape coding provides an additional possibility to visually encode events in the different views.
Using the Shapes panel you can either map event types or attributes of events to distinct shapes. With the default condition
creator we provide a tool to automatically define conditions. These conditions can either affect numerical attributes or
attributes of discrete qualitative value, like strings. These conditions are defined by EA expressions. The configured event
colors and sizes are retained, when adding shape conditions and, thus, shape coding provides an additional possibility to
highlight events depending on their attributes values or simply on their event type.

 Adding Shape Conditions
In order to define a new shape coding condition, select the event object type of your choice and either click the 'New
Condition' button in the toolbar or right click on the event object and select 'New Condition' from the context menu.
Afterwards define the newly added condition using EA expressions.

Lets exemplify this by using events of our ticket management example, as mentioned earlier. For details on how to select the
EventBase please refer to Searching. Assume we want to highlight all alerts with a severity greater than 30:
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• Select the object type 'Alert'.
• Click on the 'New Condition' icon in the toolbar.
• Enter the expression

Severity > 30

Note:  Note: After entering the expression and leaving the input field, the condition is evaluated automatically. If it is
incorrect, the text gets colored in red. When hovering the mouse over a faulty condition, a tool-tip provides additional
information on why the expression is invalid.

• Select the cross shape from the drop-down menu at the right end of the table.
• Hit the 'Apply' button in toolbar in order for the changes to take effect.

Example Settings in the Shape Configuration Panel

Now we can easily locate events of the type 'Alert' which have a higher severity than 30 within the event chart view. The
screenshot below shows a zoomed section of the refering chart.
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Effects of the Shape Coding Example in the Event Chart.

 Using the Discrete Values Condition Generator
If multiple conditions are required to cover distinct values in the result set, it can be cumbersome to enter all these conditions
manually. The alternative is to use the automatic discrete value condition generator. This condition generator works as
follows: For string attributes such as 'Source' one condition for each distinct string value is generated (i.e. Source='SERVICE',
Source='NETMONITOR',..). If there are more distinct string values than shapes, some string values will be assigned the same
shape. The same applies to numeric values.

To show how the condition generator works for discrete values (such as string event attributes), we will again consider an
example from a ticket management application. An 'Alert' event, which reflects a rising ticket, contains an attribute called
'Source' which holds the name of the program part where the issue has arisen. Using the condition generator, the analyst can
easily map the locations to distinct shapes. This can be achieved as follows:

1. Right-click the event type 'Alert' and select 'Create Discrete Values Conditions | Source' from the context menu.
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Creating Discrete Values Conditions from the Context Menu
2. The generator will add a condition for each distinct value in the result set.
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Shapes: Generated Discrete Values Conditions

The above figure shows, that in this example eight conditions are auto-generated. One advantage of the auto-generation
mode is to not have to know the exact values in the result set. Instead, the software automatically walks through the current
result and proposes conditions.

3. After selecting suitable shapes, the 'Apply' button has to be clicked to update the visualizations.
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Event Chart: Visual Outcome using Generated Default Conditions for a Numeric Attribute

 Using the Value Ranges Condition Generator
If multiple conditions are required to cover a value range in the result set, it can be time-consuming to enter all these conditions
manually. The alternative is to use the automatic value ranges condition generator. This condition generator works as follows:
For numeric values, a number of conditions is generated, which span the complete value range in the result set.

In general the 'Value Ranges Condition Generator'' works the same way as the 'Discrete Value Condition Generator' with two
differences: First, it only works with numerical values. Second, it will only creat a few conditions for the whole value range
equally distributed.
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Shapes: Value Ranges Condition Generator

 Deleting Shape Conditions
In order to delete shape conditions, select the particular rows (1) and either click on the 'Delete' button (2) in the toolbar or
hit the 'DEL' key. Another possibility is to right click on the condition you want to delete and select 'Delete' from the context
menu (3). Please take a look at the screenshot below.

Delete an existing Condition
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 Changing Shapes
Change a shape by either selecting it from the drop down menu (1) at the right end of the row you want to change it for, or
right click on the condition or event type, then select 'Set Shape | ' and the shape of your choice (2). Using the context menu,
you can also change the shape for multiple selected events, by holding CTRL while right clicking.

Change the Shape for an Event Type or a Condition

 FAQ
Q: I try to enter a condition, but after clicking the repaint button,

the condition text is painted in red, and nothing has changed
in the visualization.

A: This means that the entered condition is not a valid EA
expression. Invalid conditions are ignored when refreshing
the visualizations. If you move the mouse cursor over the
faulty condition, the tool tip will provide further information
on why the condition is invalid.

Q: How can I remove all conditions?

A: The 'Reset' button can be used to reset the complete shape
coding, which means that all conditions are removed.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• The Time Line

89 Correlation Highlighting
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 Introduction
In the introduction, event correlations are described as chains of interrelated events. Such chains of events reflect complete
business processes, or more generally speaking, groups of temporally or semantically related events. The example below
shows the events of a simple ticket management business process.

Correlated Events

The figure reveals that the events are correlated by the 'ScNumber' event attribute. Each event containing this number will
be correlated to the other events with the 'ScNumber'. Event correlation is not limited to one attribute that matches. Instead,
more complex event correlations can be defined, utilizing different event attributes in different event types. The way events are
correlated is determined by a so-called correlation set. A correlation set has a unique name and it describes, which events are
correlated in which way to each other.

Event correlations are a valuable source of information for the analysis of event data. Not only do they support the data
retrieval by providing kind of a depth search (e.g. finding the term 'XYZ-123456' in the above example in one event could
also return other events correlated to this event to immediately retrieve the full process instance), correlations are also
valuable in the visualizations. When drawing a correlation as a line connecting the events contained in the correlation, one can
immediately see interrelations among single events.

Correlation highlighting allows to paint correlations in the visualizations. The user can either select a single correlation and
highlight it, or it is possible to show all correlations of a certain type (i.e., correlation set).

 Highlighting a Correlation
Correlations can be highlighted either by using the context menus in the visualizations (see also "Correlation Selection") or
directly in the correlation highlighting panel. In order to highlight a correlation from the panel, simply select the correlation in
the tree, and click the 'Apply' button.
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Example of a Single Correlation Highlighting

The above screenshot shows an example of a correlation painted in the event tunnel visualization. In the correlation
highlighting panel correlations can be distinguished by the correlation data, which is displayed for each entry. For example, in
the above screenshot the correlation data is

(2007-12-11T23:03:38.0000000+01:00|@T@|1|@T@|1, VIE523813)

The correlation data consists of the values of the event attributes which correlate. The event correlation mentioned in the
introduction of this chapter is based on the ScNumber of the events. The correlation data of a single correlation will therefore
consist of the value of the ScNumber attribute. All the events in a correlation have the same ScNumber.

Note:  Note: In the screenshot, several correlations are greyed out. This means that they are filtered and thus currently not
visible in the visualizations.

In the panel, one can either select a single correlation, or a complete correlation set. As shown in the figure below, this will
select all child elements.

Correlation sets Check States

If only some of the child elements of a correlation set are selected, the checkbox is completely filled. By clicking it it is
possible to uncheck/check all child correlations. Obviously, if no child correlation is selected, also the correlation set checkbox
is unchecked.
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 Changing Correlation Colors
Colors can be changed either for a single correlation, or for the complete correlation set. To change a color, simply click the
corresponding color square at the right. A color chooser will be displayed, allowing to select a color. Please note that in order
to apply the new color, the 'Apply' button must be clicked.

Changing the Color of a Correlation

In case of changing the color of a correlation set, all colors of the child correlations will be adjusted as well, except if they
where modified manually before.

 Using the Flat Mode
In the flat mode, the Correlations panel lists only those correlations that are currently shown. The advantage of this mode is
that it is much clearer and easier to read. It is recommended to use this mode if one highlights correlations in the visualizations
and just wants to list the correlations and see or change the colors.
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Correlations Panel in Flat Mode

Deleting an entry in the flat mode removes the correlation highlighting. This can be achieved either by using the context menu,
or by hitting the DEL key after selecting one or more rows.

 The Context Menu
In the Correlations panel, several options are available when right-clicking a correlation. These options are:

Correlations Panel Context Menu
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• Details

Shows information about the correlation in the info box.
• Show

Highlights the selected correlation (the same as if one checks the checkbox in the tree).
• Hide

Hides a correlation that is already painted. Please note that the hide as well as the show operation are not immediately
applied. It is required to press the 'Apply' button to update the visualizations.

• Reset Color

For a single correlation, this resets the color to the color of the correlation set. Above it was mentioned that changing a
correlation set color adapts all colors of the child correlations as well, except if the color was modified before. The reset
operation causes that the correlation color will again be changed when changing the correlation set color, as it is marked
'unmodified' again.

• Filter Out Correlation Session

Filters a single correlation session.
• Filter Out Different Correlation Sessions

Filters all other correlations and only keeps the selected correlation(s) in the visualization.
• Filter Out Correlation Set

Filters all correlations of the selected correlation set(s).
• Filter Out Different Correlation Sets

Filters all other correlation sets and keeps only correlations of the currently selected correlation set(s).

Note:  Note: It is possible, to filter already filtered events. Each filter operation simply adds the corresponding filter
to the filters panel, except if exactly the same filter is already available. It is for instance possible, to first filter several
correlations, and then filter the complete correlation set. Further information on filters can be obtained from chapter Filters.

 FAQ
Q: Where do I find the Correlations panel in Predictive

Analytics?

A: If the correlation highlighting panel is not visible in the
default layout of the Event Analyzer, it may either be hidden
or docked behind one of the other panels. In this case select
'View | Correlation Highlighting' in the program's main menu
to bring the control to front.

Q: If I click 'Show' in the Correlations panel, why can't I see a
correlation in the tunnel?

A: Using the 'Show' context menu entry does not immediately
apply on the visualization. This is because a repaint operation
may take several seconds, so if one wants to highlight
several correlations, a repaint after selecting each entry is
cumbersome.

Q: Why is the tree mode not available?

A: The tree mode will be disabled when there are more
correlations available than there are allowed for displaying in
the views. This maximum number of shown correlations can
be adapted in the preferences (see Preferences).

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
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• The Time Line
• Filters

90 Filters

 Introduction
Executing search queries in Predictive Analytics allows to define restrictions as described in the chapters Searching and Query
Builder . Nevertheless for a complex analysis task it is often required to temporarily hide specific events and/or correlations
from the current result set in Predictive Analytics views. Filters provide an easy, yet powerful way to hide and later redisplay
parts of the result set.

Filters can be used to further strip down a search result to avoid an overload of information in Predictive Analytics views. To
do so, several different filter types exist which can be applied via context menus of some of those views. Furthermore, these
filters can be applied to events, correlations or both depending on the filter type. Moreover, filters can be distinguished to be
inverse or not, e.g. an event object type filter can either filter a specific event object type or all different event object types to
a specific event object type, the latter being an inverse filter. The next section will provide a short summary on each of the
various available filter types.

The Filters panel lists and allows to manage all the created filters. Per se, filters are transient, i.e. they will be removed together
with the current search result when a new search result is generated. But there is also the possibility to keep filters permanently
by making them sticky.

Note:  Note: What is the difference between a search query with additional restrictions and a filter? As a search query is
always executed against the EventBase, the result set is retrieved from the location the EventBase resides at (typically a
database). With filters there needs to be a result set from the previous query, and the filter operation can therefore be executed
against data that already resides in the memory. So generally spoken a filter is always faster than a new query. However a filter
can only restrict the existing result set. If you need additional data (e.g. from a previous time span) you need to execute a new
query.

Note:  As a rule of thumb you should define a query in such a way that it retrieves all data relevant for your overall analysis
task. Do not define a too generalized query, as all the data first needs to be retrieved from the EventBase and then is consuming
large amounts of memory. To investigate deeper to obtain more insight into the result set you will often use filters.

 Filter Types
This section describes the different kinds of filters available to prune a search result and how they are applied. Many of them
work straightforward and are described only for the sake of completeness. Please refer to the chapters on the various views
offering the creation of filters via their context menus, e.g. The Event Tunnel, The Event Chart, The Time Line or The Text
View as well as EA Expression Editor.

 Event Filter

The event object filter filters exactly one single event. It is not possible to create an inverse event object filter because this
would leave only a single event in the search result.

 Event Type Filter

An event object type filter takes care of a specific event object type. It can also be applied inverse, i.e. filter all events of a
different event object type. For example if one wants to hide all 'Alert' events from a result set one must apply an event object
type filter. If one wants to hide all events but the 'Alert' events one must apply an inverse event object type filter.

 Correlation Session Filter

The correlation session filter works for correlations analogously as the event object filter works on events. It filters exactly one
correlation session but unlike the event object filter, it is possible to inverse filter all correlation sessions but one. An inverse
correlation session filter makes sense as an analyst may wants to inspect a specific case in detail within the current result set.
For example if one wants to inspect only the correlation 'TicketHistory (2007-12-11T23:03:38.0000000+01:00|@T@|1|@T@|
1, VIE523813)' one will apply an inverse correlation session filter.
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 Correlation Set Filter

Again, an analogy can be drawn between the correlation set filter and the event object type filter. Using the correlation set
filter, it is possible to filter all correlations which derived from a certain correlation set definition. Furthermore, an inverse
correlation set filter allows to filter all correlation sessions derived from different correlation sets. For example if one wants
to hide all 'TicketHistory' correlations from the result set one will apply a correlation set filter. If one wants to hide all but the
'TicketHistory' correlations one will apply an inverse correlation set filter.

 Time Interval Filter

The time interval filter is the only filter where there can only be one instance at a time. Currently, it can only be created via
The Time Line and is always applied inversely, i.e. all the events which match the filter are included in the search result while
all the others are filtered. Whenever a new time interval is specified, the current time interval filter will be replaced with it.
Applying a time filter restricts the displayed time interval. The event tunnel visualization is repainted to only show the events
and correlations of the current time interval. The time line fades events and correlation that are not within the selected time
span.

 Event Object Attribute Filter

The event object attribute filter is the most flexible of all the filter types. It allows to use EA Expressions (please refer to the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide for details) to define which events should be filtered by it. It is not explicitly possible to create
inverse event object attribute filters but the same effect can basically be achieved by getting the EA Expression right.

Furthermore, an event object attribute filter can operate in two ways:

1. Filter events: only the matching events are filtered
2. Filter correlations: all the events part of the those correlations containing the matching events are filtered

Again, event object attribute filters can be created via the context menus of some of the views, e.g. Event Tunnel and Time
Line panel. A more powerful way of doing so is by using the EA Expression Panel, found in EA Expression Editor.

 Managing Filters
The Filter panel lists all the currently existing filters and allows to manage them via its toolbar or the context menu which
offers the same operations. Furthermore, each filter offers some configuration options itself. As mentioned before, the panel
cannot be used to actually create a new filter. Please refer to the views mentioned in the last section for more information how
to create new filters.

Filter Panel

Figure "Filter Panel" shows the Filter panel and all the filter types described in "Filter Types". The toolbar allows to make the
following changes to the existing configuration:
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Apply

Applies the currently configured filters to the original search
result and updates the visualizations.

Check All

Activate all the existing filters.

Uncheck All

Deactivate all the existing filters.

Delete

Deletes the selected filters or filter types. The filter changes
are applied automatically on the result set.

Each filter offers two configuration options. Each filter can be activated/deactivated which is useful to revert the effects
of a filter without losing its definition. This is done by checking/unchecking the 'Active' status as shown in figure "Filter
Management". The second option allows to make a filter sticky, i.e. is will not be automatically removed when a new search
query is executed.

After configuring the filters as need, the 'Apply' button can be used to reflect the changes in all the available views.

Filter Management

 FAQ
Q: How are filters created?

A: Via the visualizations mentioned in "Filter Types".

Q: What are inverse filters?

A: Usually, when an event/correlation is matching a filter it is
removed from the result set. Inverse filters do exactly the
opposite, i.e. if an event/correlation is matching a filter it is
included in the result set, everything else if removed.

Q: How can i make a filter sticky?

A: Make the filter visible in its filter type within the Filter panel
and check the pin column.
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Q: An event was part of a correlation I filtered. Why is it still
there?

A: Events can be part of more than one correlation. Therefore,
the event remains part of the search result as long as not all
of the correlations it participates in are filtered (or any other
filter is applied to that event).

 See also
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• The Time Line
• The Text View
• EA Expression Editor

91 EA Expression Editor

 Introduction
EA (Event Access) expressions allow to formulate expressions which can be evaluated on events. In Predictive Analytics, EA
expressions are used widely, for instance in color and size configuration. In addition, a separate editor panel is available to
enter such an expression independently and use it for filters.

For example, it is possible to enter an EA expression in the panel and add this expression as a filter. For each event, the
expression must evaluate either to true, or to false. If it evaluates to true, the event gets filtered, else it does not get filtered. The
expression

Alert(Severity>30)

used as a filter will filter out all 'Alert' events where the condition 'Severity>30' evaluates to true, which is, that the severity is
greater than 30.

 Entering EA Expressions
If the EA expression editor panel is not visible in the default layout of Predictive Analytics, select 'View | EAExpression
Editor' to bring it to the front.

Per default, the panel offers an empty expression editor, with auto-completion support. In order to display the auto-completion
proposals either start typing, or press CTRL+Space.
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EA Expression Editor Panel with Auto-Completion

When entering a condition, it is important to know that a condition has to be entered in set-notation, meaning that the
expression can be evaluated on a collection of events instead of just a single one. For example, the condition

Alert.Severity>30

is not in set-notation, and cannot be used here. The editor automatically validates the condition, as shown in the screenshot, an
error icon is displayed, and the expression cannot be used for filtering.

EA Expression Editor Panel: Validation Error

Instead, the correct notation is:

Alert(Severity>30)

This means that for all events of type alert, the condition 'Severity > 30' is evaluated. This condition is also accepted and
marked as valid by the panel.
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EA Expression Editor Panel: Successful Validation

 Using EA Expressions for Filtering
Once a valid expression has been entered, it can be used as a filter for the current result set. In order to use the expression
for filtering, simply drag the parcel-validation icon in the panel's top left corner onto the filters panel. The filter is applied
automatically.

Drag and Drop of EA Expression to Add a Filter

Note:  Note: Please note the filter added via the EA expression editor panel is added as a correlation filter. This means that it
does not only filter single events for which the condition matches, but the complete correlation, where at least one event which
meets the condition is contained. Fur further details on filter types, please refer to Filters.
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 FAQ
Q: I added a filter with a certain expression. Though the EA

expression applies to one specific event type, other events are
filtered as well. Why is this?

A: This is because a filter is added as a correlation filter,
meaning that it will not only filter the events of the concerned
event type meeting the filter condition, but also events
correlated to those that are filtered by the expression.

 See also
• Filters

92 Snapshots

 Introduction
Predictive Analytics offers a rich set of different visualizations which are all customizable and configurable. But after closing
it or starting a new analysis task, all the configurations made to its views - like size mappings or correlation highlightings -
are gone. This might be a problem since tailoring the appearance of each view takes some time. In order to make work easier
and faster Predictive Analytics provides snapshots which allow to return to a previous state of analysis. A snapshot represents
the configuration of all view panels at a certain time. It collects information on the state of every panel and stores it in order
to restore this state at a later time. Hence, it allows a quick recovery of a previous state. In simple terms this means that after
loading a snapshot, Predictive Analytics will look exactly like it looked when the snapshot was taken.

Another situation where snapshots are useful is when a user wants to share configurations and analysis results with someone
else. This can be done by exporting and importing snapshots. Snapshots are also useful for tutorials when dealing with specific
configurations. An appropriate snapshot enables a user to easily create the situation described.

 Snapshots Panel and Snapshot Manager
This section deals with the functions the snapshots panel and the snapshot manager offer and tries to mark the differences
between the two and when to use which one. In general both present the same data and offer similar operations. All the
snapshots of the current user are being displayed in the tree of the snapshots panel. This means, every user has its own
snapshot repository and only the current user's snapshots are being shown in the tree. The main difference between the panel
and the manager is, that the snapshot manager allows adding meta data to a snapshot whereas the Snapshots panel provides
quick access to the most frequently used operations, e.g. storing and loading snapshots.

As the introduction has already indicated, a snapshot saves the state of different views. In the current version of Predictive
Analytics a snapshot captures the state of the panels

• Event Tunnel
• Filter
• Time Line
• Event Color Configuration
• Correlation Highlighting
• Size Coding
• Query settings
• Event Text View
• Search
• Event Chart
• Shapes
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 The Snapshot Manager

The Snapshot Manager can be thought of as something like a bookmark editor in a web browser. It allows you to perform all
the operations available via the Snapshots panel and additionally offers the possibility to add meta data to a snapshot.

The Snapshot Manager

Initially the meta data fields 'Author' and 'Description' are empty and can be filled in if needed. The 'Name' of the snapshot
can be modified here as well. 'Creation Date' and 'File Path' are read-only fields and provide information on when the snapshot
was taken and were it can be found on the hard disk. The 'Picture' shows a screen shot of Predictive Analytics at the time the
snapshot was taken. Clicking the picture causes an enlarged version of it popping up in a separate window.
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When a snapshot has been modified, i.e. its name was changed or the meta data was manipulated, its changes have to be
saved in order to make them permanent. However, it is not necessary to save every single modified snapshot separately since
the 'Save All' button enables saving changes for all modified snapshots at once. A modified snapshot is identified by a blue
exclamation mark on its icon. Clicking the 'Finish' button also saves all changes made to snapshots but also closes the Snapshot
manager. The 'Cancel' button discards any changes made and simply closes the Snapshot manager.

 The Export Wizard

This wizard allows selecting the location where the exported snapshots will be placed. It is possible to either export a single
snapshot, a specific folder or the whole repository. The latter is done by not selecting anything in the tree at all. If a single
snapshot or a specific folder has to be exported, the according entry of the tree has to be selected before starting the wizard.
The export operation can be cancelled by clicking 'Cancel' or simply by pressing the escape key.

The Snapshot Export Wizard

 The Import Wizard

With the import wizard it is possible to load snapshots from a .zip file into the current user's snapshot repository. This is very
useful if a colleague has specified a relevant analysis with applied highlighting, coloring or any other setting he wants to share
with you. The wizard can be aborted by clicking cancel or simply by pressing the escape key.
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The Snapshot Import Wizard

 FAQ
Q: Why can't I export my folder containing several snapshots?

A: Check if all snapshots of that folder are valid, i.e. they have
correct names.

Q: The screen shot of the snapshot is so small I cannot recognize
anything. Why's that?

A: This is because what you see at first in the snapshot manager
is only a thumbnail. Click it and it will enlarge.

Q: Why is the 'Take Snapshot' button disabled?

A: Most likely you have not selected an EventBase and have not
performed a search yet.

Q: I tried to delete the example's snapshots but after restarting
Predictive Analytics they are here again.

A: Do not worry, that's normal. This functionality prevents you
from accidentally deleting the example's snapshots. They can
not be deleted permanently unless you uninstall the according
example.
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 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Time Line
• Searching
• The Text View
• The Info Box
• Event Color Configuration
• Size Coding
• Correlation Highlighting
• Filters

93 Templates

 Introduction
In Predictive Analytics, you may store and reload queries in combination with a configuration (color coding, shape coding).
This is done using templates.

There is a considerable similarity between snapshots and templates. The main difference is that queries made through
snapshots are hidden in the background and cannot be modified. Queries made through templates may easily be modified and
adjusted at any time. Templates include an additional function of a dynamic timestamp. It may be used to select data of the last
x seconds, minutes, hours or years. Another advantage of templates is that variable values (e.g. the ones of the Query Builder)
may be displayed and modified via a template panel.

Template administration is handled via the Templates Panel.

Basically, there are two different types of templates:

• Templates: They consist of a query and a configuration (conditions for colors, shapes,...).
• Query templates: They only include a query.

 Templates Panel
This section describes the template management panel which is used to administer templates.

The template panel includes the following sections:

1. Toolbar
2. Templates tree
3. Toggle buttons for filtering the template tree view.
4. Variables area: Variables of templates may be displayed and edited here.
5. Selection of template parts which should be executed during the loading process: query and/or configuration. In query

templates, you may only select "Execute Query". Click "Load" to execute the template.
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The Templates Management Panel

 The Template Wizard

This Wizard may be used to create new templates. The query and configuration settings are assumed from the current settings
of Predictive Analytics. Each step will be described in the following.

Step 1 asks for a name of the new template and an additional description.
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The New Template Wizard - Step 1

In Step 2 you can select the attributes for dynamic shape conditions. After adding one attribute via drag-and-drop or the arrow
buttons, you can select the type of values, namely range or discrete values. Range values can only be used for numeric values
(for more information on shape coding, see Shape Coding). The conditions will be generated everytime the template is loaded.
This way the conditions always adapt to the current data.
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The New Template Wizard - Step 2

Step 3 allows you to modify the static shape conditions. Additionally you can define and use variables for that. Variables are
deactivated if there currently are no shape conditions defined. There are three available variable types: String, Numeric and
DateTime. Choosing the right variable type ensures that later the user cannot type in an invalid value for the variable. The last
input field lets you predefine the default value for that variable. Variables can be accessed in the shape conditions by using
their name with the prefix '$'.
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The New Template Wizard - Step 3

In the next step you can select the attributes for dynamic color conditions. This step is very similar to Step 2 of the Template
Wizard. Additionally you can select a color scheme and whether the condition is applied to the bullet, the border or both. For
more information on color coding see Event Color Configuration.
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The New Template Wizard - Step 4

The last step is the same as Step 3 only that you modify the static color conditions here. Like in Step 3, you can only use
variables, if there are already color conditions defined in the Color panel.
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The New Template Wizard - Step 5

Using variables makes fast changes of color or shape conditions in a template possible. As you can see in figure "Templates -
Variables", the variable 'critical' of the new template 'New Template' is listed in the variable list of the Templates panel.

Templates - Variables
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By pressing the 'Finish' button in Step 5 the template will be created, if the conditions are valid. Otherwise the wizard will not
finish and wrong input fields will be colored red.

 The Export Wizard

This wizard allows you to export a template to a file. It is possible to either export a single template or a specific folder with
all its included templates. If a single template or a specific folder should be exported, the according entry of the tree has to be
selected before starting the wizard.

Templates are exported in XML file format.

The Template Export Wizard

 The Import Wizard

With the import wizard it is possible to load templates from an .xml file into the current user's template repository. Templates
are imported to the folder which is currently selected in the Template Tree.

Templates which have been created for an EventBase may be used for any EventBase which uses the same event object types
and scores. Doing so is possible because templates retrieve data dynamically.

The "Templates" folder of Predictive Analytics and Policy Orchestrator setup directory includes general templates for OM and
AM database types which may be loaded using the Import function.
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The Template Import Wizard

 The Template Mapping Dialog

The Template Mapping function may be used to bind templates to particular EventBases or to unbind them. The Template
Mapping window displays the templates of all EventBases in a folder structure. Templates or folders may be selected by
activating the corresponding check boxes. Click "Finish" to assign the required templates to the selected EventBase. Templates
which are bound to an EventBase are displayed in the template tree. Dismising the assignment of templates has the effect that
they are no longer available in the template tree.

The Template Mapping window always includes the following information in the tooltip text: template name, description, the
names of all corresponding EventBases and an author. The author is the user who originally created the template.
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Figure 19.10. Template Mapping Manager

 FAQ
Q: I loaded a template but no data is displayed. Why?

A: Check the "Time Constraint" settings in the "Query". It
could be that the latest data dates back longer than has been
specified in the query.

Q: Why does it take so long to load a template?
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A: The loading process of templates may take longer than usual
if a lot of data has to be loaded due to the settings made in the
"Query".

Q: The folder structure does not include template objects. Only
folders are displayed. What is the reason for this problem?

A: The pushbuttons "Private Templates" and "Shared
Templates" in the Templates Panel may be used to reduce the
displayed items in the template tree. Check your settings, they
might be the reason why no templates are displayed. Another
reason could be that no templates have been assigned to this
EventBase. Check your settings in the Template Mapping
window.

Q: Which query and configuration is used for a new template?

A: These settings are acquired from the current query's search
and configuration settings: Event Tunnel, Time Line, Event
Color Configuration, Correlation Highlighting, Size Coding,
Query settings, Event Text View, Search, Chart, Shape
Coding.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• The Time Line
• Searching
• The Data Table View
• Query Builder
• Event Color Configuration
• Size Coding
• Shape Coding
• Correlation Highlighting
• Snapshots

94 Preferences

 Introduction
In Predictive Analytics you can customize your workspace with some settings which you can find in the Preferences dialog. To
open this dialog, click 'Tools' and then 'Preferences' in the main menu of Predictive Analytics (see figure "Main Menu: Tools |
Preferences").

Main Menu: Tools | Preferences

The following sections will describe all pages of the Preferences dialog.
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 Correlations
On the 'Correlations' page of the Preferences dialog you can define the maximum number of correlation sessions that can be
selected for highlighting in the Correlations panel's tree view. Use lower settings if you have troubles with queries resulting in
huge result sets.

Figure 20.2. Preferences: Correlations Page

 Data Loading
The 'Data Loading' page allows you to change two settings. First, you can change the maximum number of events in a search
result. This value should be decreased in case of slow visualization effects or low memory. Second, you can set the command
timeout for database queries. This is the time after which Predictive Analytics will cancel a query if it has not delivered a result
set yet. Increase this value in case of long search processes or if the database server is too slow.
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Preferences: Data Loading Page

 Tool Tip Settings
In the different visualization panels of Predictive Analytics a tool tip appears when hovering over an event. The information
shown in the tool tip is configurable. The selection of the information shown can be done on the 'Tool Tip Settings' page of the
Preferences dialog. You can select the attributes shown in the tool tip for each event object type that exists.
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Figure 20.4. Preferences: Tool Tip Settings Page

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Event Chart
• The Time Line
• Searching
• Query Builder
• Correlation Highlighting

95 User Management

 Introduction
Access to the Predictive Analytics system is protected by the user management. Only authorized users may access the
corresponding components. A Super Administrator account is required to start the Modelling Studio. Using Predictive
Analytics is also possible with a lower user role.

When starting the program, a login dialog is displayed in which you may specify a user name and a password. Login is
possible in two different ways:

• Policy Orchestrator Authentication: Login with users who have been created via the user management of Predictive
Analytics.
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• Windows Authentication: Users have been created via the user management of Predictive Analytics but the login data
is retrieved from the Active Directory via LDAP. You can also use the current windows logon credentials. Windows
Authentication is not activated by default.

Login Dialog of Predictive Analytics

 User Settings
User settings consist of user roles, authorizations and the status of a user. The user settings are configured in the User
Properties window (see section "Creating a User").

• Roles: The following Roles are available:

• Super Administrator: Has all rights and access to all EventBases and perspectives. Only Super Administrator users may
access the user management.

• Template Administrator: Must not access the User Management panel. Perspectives: 'Search & Visualize' and
'Templates View'. Has all permissions regarding templates.

• Business Analyst: The Business Analyst has access to the 'Search & Visualize' and the 'Templates View' perspectives.
A Business Analyst must not delete or share templates. Exporting, importing and modifying the settings and
configurations of templates is allowed.

• Template Viewer: Is only allowed to execute (load) and export templates in the 'Templates View' perspective.

The roles have a hierarchical order which is in the same order as in the list above. This means e.g. that a Super
Administrator covers all the rights a Template Administrator, a Business Analyst and a Template Viewer has and more
while a Business Analyst can only do anything a Template Viewer can and some Business Analyst's tasks.

• Authorizations: Authorizations define which EventBases a user is allowed to access. A Super Administrator has always
access to all EventBases.

• Status: The status can be used to lock a user. A locked user will not be able to log in to Modelling Studio or Predictive
Analytics. Following states are available:

• User is active.
• User is locked.

 User Management Tasks
This section shows you how to do common tasks in the user management.

 Creating a User

To create a user, select an authentication method in the User Management panel and then click on the 'Create User' button in
the toolbar, or use the context menus of the authentication methods.
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Creating a User

This will open the User Properties window as shown in figure "User Properties Window: General Page".
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User Properties Window: General Page

On the 'General' page of the User Properties window you can define the following data of the new user:

• Type: Selection of authentication method: 'UC4 Policy Orchestrator Authentication' or 'Windows Authentication'. Once a
user is created, the authentication type for the user cannot be changed.

Policy Orchestrator Authentication: Login data (user name, password,...) of the created user is defined in Predictive
Analytics or Modelling Studio.

Windows Authentication: Login data is used from the Active Directory (LDAP). Only an existing Windows account is
required. See section "Windows Authentication Settings"

• User Name: User name required for the login.
• Full Name: The user's full name. Only for information purposes. Will be used for user object display in the User

Management panel. This parameter is mandatory.
• Email: The user's email address. This parameter is optional.
• Password and Verify Password: Confirmation of the login password.

After providing all required user settings, a green symbol will appear which says, that the user accout is valid.

If you use Windows Authentication, you only need to type in the name of the user account. After clicking on the 'Check'
button, the user account information is retrieved from Active Directory (see figure "User Properties Window - Windows
Authentication").
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User Properties Window - Windows Authentication

On the next page which is called 'Roles' you can assign the new user a predefined role (see figure "User Properties Window:
Roles Page" ).
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User Properties Window: Roles Page

Figure "User Properties Window: Authorizations Page" shows the third page which is called 'Authorizations'. It can be used to
select the EventBases the user should be allowed to access.
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User Properties Window: Authorizations Page

Finally, on page 'Status' (see figure "User Properties Window: Status Page") you can lock or unlock the user.
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User Properties Window: Status Page

By clicking the 'OK' button the user will be created and can be used immediately.

 Modifying a User

A user can be modified by right-clicking on it and choosing 'Modify User' or by using the corresponding toolbar button.
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Modifying a User

Except for the authentication method you can edit all settings and apply the changes by clicking the 'OK' button.

 Deleting a User

For deleting a user you can use the toolbar or the context menu of a user. You cannot delete a Super Administrator if it is the
only active user.

Deleting a User

 Locking a User

Locking can be done on the 'Status' page of the User Properties window. Set the user status to 'User is locked' and click 'OK' to
apply the changes. The user won't be able to log in to Predictive Analytics anymore. If you want to unlock the user, set the user
state back to 'User is active'.

 Windows Authentication Settings
1. Right-click 'Windows Authentication' in the User Management panel and select 'Settings' to open the configuration

settings for an Active Directory connection.
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Calling the Windows Authentication Settings
2. Specify the address of the LDAP Server in 'Domain URL'.
3. An additional user (optional) is required if the AdminNode service runs under a local system account. This must be a user

who has read permissions on the specified LDAP server.

Windows Authentication Settings

 Predefined Super Administrator User
For your first login to Predictive Analytics, use the predefined Super Administrator.

User name: UC, password: UC

We recommend changing this password after Predictive Analytics has been started for the first time.

It is not possible to change the name of the Super Administrator. It can neither be deleted nor the settings for 'Roles' or
'Authorizations' be changed. However, this user can be locked. The displayed name (full name), email and password may be
changed at any time.
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Figure 21.13. Predefined Super Administrator User

 FAQ
Q: I cannot see the User Management panel. Why?

A: The current user is not a Super Administrator.
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Q: I cannot log on to Predictive Analytics. Error message:
'Missing startup role: Template Viewer'

A: No roles have been assigned to this user. Thus, no login
authorization has been granted.

Q: I have started Predictive Analytics but I cannot select an
Event Base. What is the reason for this problem?

A: A role has been assigned to the user who has logged on
but this user has no access rights to an Event Base (setting:
'Authorizations').

Q: I cannot disable one authentication method.

A: You cannot disable an authentication method, if it is the only
one with an active Super Administrator.

Q: I cannot create a user with Windows Authentication/Policy
Orchestrator Authentication.

A: You need to activate an authentication method before you can
create a corresponding user.

Q: Why can't I change the authorizations of a user?

A: The authorizations of a Super Administrator cannot be
changed.

Q: Why can't I change the role of a user?

A: The role of the predefined Super Administrator cannot be
changed.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Time Line
• Searching
• The Text View
• The Info Box
• Event Color Configuration
• Size Coding
• Correlation Highlighting
• Filters
• Snapshots
• Templates

96 Report Generator

 Introduction
Predictive Analytics provides the ability to store the graphical results of templates and dashboards in the form of reports.
When using this function for Predictive Analytics templates, reports are created for all the selected template, which include the
visualizations (Event Tunnels, Event Charts, Time Lines, Data Table View) selected in Predictive Analytics. When creating an
HTML report, a ZIP archive is created, which includes the HTML files and images.
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Predictive Analytics reports are created without using the graphical interface. You may start report generation by calling the
"UC4.InsightReporter.exe" via the command line using specific parameters. When using Policy Orchestrator, the Predictive
Analytics report generation service can be used, to automatically create reports. For more information, please refer to the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.

 Command-Line Call
Reports may be created by calling UC4.Predictive AnalyticsReporter from the command line in combination with particular
parameters. This utility is available in the folder "Predictive Analytics" of the installation directory.

 Command-Line Parameters

Follow these steps to see command line help for the Report Generator:

1. Start a command line window (from Windows start menu select 'Run' and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL_DIRECTORY>/Insight'.
3. Type UC4.InsightReporter.exe and press ENTER.

The general syntax of command line parameters will be displayed:

UC4.InsightReporter -authentication <windows|uc4decision|uc4integrated> [-user <String>] [-password <String>] [-
uc4system <String>] [-department <String>] [-client <Int32>] -toFolder <folder_name> -eventBase <uri> [-allTemplates]
[-templateFolders <folder1;folder2;folderN>] [-templates <template1;template2;templateN>] [-allDashboards] [-
dashboards <dashboard1;dashboard2;dashboardN>] [-variables <var1=value1;var2=value2;varN=valueN>] [-imageWidth
<width>] [-imageHeight <height>] [-format <pdf|html|csv|xls>] [-timeout <timespan>] [-timeframes <dashboard timeframes>]

For more detailed help information, enter the command 'UC4.InsightReporter.exe -h'. Parameter values which include blanks
(such as the path of a template folder) must be put in quotation markss. The Report Generator can create only one kind of
report at one time, either template reports or dashboard reports. That's why the parameters for template selection and for
dashboard selection are mutually exclusive.

Parameter Description / Value

-toFolder Path of the target folder in which the reports will be stored.
Example: "C:\UC4\Reports". This folder will automatically
be created if it does not yet exist.

-eventBase URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) of the EventBase which
is used for report generation. The URI of EventBases created
with the Insight Configuration Manager is composed of
"eventbase://UC4/" and the name of the EventBase (blanks
to be removed). Thus, specify the URI for such EventBases
as follows: "eventbase://UC4/Eventbase Name". Example:
"eventbase://UC4/OMInstance1".

-imageWidth Defines the width of images in the report. The default value is
1024.

-imageHeight Defines the height of images in the report. The default value
is 768. The height of images of time lines is always a third of
this height.

-format Output format of the report. Allowed values are html, pdf,
csv, and xls. If this parameter is omited, an html report is
created by default. The formats csv and xls are only available
when creating a report of templates. In that case, only the
information of the Data Table View will be exported into
either a comma separated text file or an xls file.

-timeout Timeout for the whole report generation process. The timeout
value can be specified either as a whole number in minutes,
or as a TimeSpan (in the format "[d.]hh:mm:ss"). If this
parameter is omited, a default timeout of 5 minutes is used.

Template selection using one of the following parameters:  

-allTemplates All templates of the EventBase are used for report creation.
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Parameter Description / Value

-templateFolders Path of a particular template folder. Reports for all Templates
within this folder will be created. The template folder
structure is displayed in the Templates Panel. With this
parameter, you may specify one particular template folder.
Example: "Alert and Ticket Management/Server Errors". You
can add several folders by separating them by a semicolon.
E.g. "Folder 1";"Folder 2"

-templates Name of one or several templates. Separate template names
by a semicolon. Example: "Server Error Rate";"Overview On
Resolved Tickets". Specifying a template which is available
several times in different template folders has the effect
that a report will be created for all appropriate templates. A
template folder does not have to be specified.

 -

Dashboard selection using one of the following parameters:  

-allDashboards All Dashboards, which were open the last time the user
selected the specified EventBase in Predictive Analytics, are
used for report creation.

-dashboards Full path and file name of one or several dashboard files.
Separate file names by a semicolon.

 -

-variables Value assignment for one or several variables which are
used by the selected templates or dashboards. Separate
several value assignments with a semicolon without using
blanks. Syntax: Variable name=Variable value. Example:
"ErrorCount=1000";"LineNr=900";"Defaulttext='Test'".
If there are several templates/dashboards with variables of
the same name, these variables are used for all templates/
dashboards. This is an optional parameter.

-timeframes Value assignment for one or several time frames of the
selected dashboards. Separate several time frames with
a semicolon without using blanks. All the specified time
frames are applied to all specified dashboards. If you specify
more time frames than are defined in a Dashboard, the
excess time frames are ignored except by those charts
that use 'All Timeframes'. Syntax for one time frame:
"today", "yesterday", "thisweek", "lastweek", "thismonth",
"lastmonth", "thisyear", "lastyear", "start <datetime>", "start
<datetime> end <datetime>" Example: "today;lastweek;start
2011-07-01;start 2011-01-01 00:00:00 end 2011-01-31
23:59:59". This is an optional parameter.

 -

Authentication parameters:  

-authentication Specifies which method is used for authentication. Supported
methods are either uc4decision (Policy Orchestrator
Authentication), uc4integrated (Authentication against a
Automation Engine) or windows (Windows Authentication).
For Policy Orchestrator Authentication, the parameters
for user and password are mandatory. For Integrated
Authentication, the parameters for client, user, department,
and password are required. For Windows authentication,
the parameters for user and password need not be added. In
that case, the currently logged on Windows user is used for
authentication.
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Parameter Description / Value

-user User name. When using Policy Orchestrator Authentication
or Integrated Authentication, the name of a user must be
specified that has been created before in Predictive Analytics
or Modelling Studio via the User Management Panel. When
using Windows Authentication, a Windows user name must
be specified.

-password Password for the specified user.

-uc4system Name of your system that is used for authentication. This
parameter is only required when using AE Authentication.

-client Client of the specified user. This parameter is only required
when using AE Authentication.

-department Department of the specified user. This parameter is only
required when using AE Authentication.

Command-Line arguments

 Report Generator Log

Information about report generation is both, output to the command line and written to a separate log file. New log-file entries
are always appended to the end of the file. All logging data referring to report generation is stored in the file "ReportLog.txt".
This file is created in the folder specified with the parameter "-toFolder".

Each log-file entry includes date and time.

Example of a log file:

02.03.2010, 15:41 - Batch execution started...

02.03.2010, 15:41 - Starting report creation for template 'Server Error Rate'.

02.03.2010, 15:41 - Successfully created report for template 'Server Error Rate'.

02.03.2010, 15:41 - Successfully created 1 report.

02.03.2010, 15:41 - Successfully created zip file.

Command-Line response service

 Report Data

For HTML reports, the Report Generator creates a ZIP archive in which the HTML files and images are stored. Unzip the
archive in order to have the reports displayed correctly. For all the other report formats, the report is simply written into a file
of the respective format.

The name of the output file is composed of date, time and template name(s)/template folder/dashboard name(s) (depending on
the setting specified when selecting the template(s) or dashboard(s)).

For HTML reports, the ZIP archive includes an HTML file for each template which includes the images, date and time of
creation and the template's or dashboard's name. The file "index.html" provides an overview of all report files (only available if
the report is based on several templates/dashboards).

 Return codes

A successful call to Predictive AnalyticsReporter will return the exit code 0. If any errors occur, other exit codes are returned
(see table below).

Exit Code Name Description

0 Success The report(s) was created successfully.

1 Syntax Error Illegal parameters were provided.
Additional information can be seen in
the output and the log file.
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Exit Code Name Description

2 General Error An error occurred that prevented
Predictive Analytics from starting report
creation. Additional information can be
seen in the output and the log file.

3 Authentication Error Authentication failed with the specified
authentication information.

5 Exceptional Error An unexpected error occurred during
report generation. The report generation
was interrupted. Additional information
can be seen in the output and the log
file.

6 Timeout The report generation process took too
long (more than 5 minutes).

Return Codes of the Report Generator

 FAQ
Q: Where do I get details about the status of a report generation.

A: Information about report generation is provided in the log
file "ReportLog.txt". This file is stored in the output folder
(parameter: "-toFolder"). If no folder is specified, the log info
is only written to the console.

Q: Why are the screenshots of the created reports empty?

A: The reason for empty screenshots is that the queries of the
selected templates do not supply data due to the specified
settings (e.g.: Time Constraint).

Q: Can I customize the layout of the reports?

A: The files that are used to produce HTML and PDF reports are
stored in the directory Insight\ReporterLayout. These files
can be modified to customize the layout of the reports.

 See also:
• The Event Tunnel
• The Time Line
• Searching
• The Text View
• The Info Box
• Query Builder
• Event Color Configuration
• Size Coding
• Correlation Highlighting
• Filters
• Snapshots
• Templates
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97 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.
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11.2

99

The query cache is where the results of eventBase queries from PDA dashboards are stored. For more information about how
this works, see the information under Keeping dashboard query data valid" in the topic "Data update configuration."in the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.

100

Automic Download Center

101

Extract the zipped files to the place that you want to install Policy Orchestrator, for example to C:\Program Files.

http://downloads.automic.com/
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102

Technical Support Team

103

Note:  Note: Starting with Version 10.0, the help text for PDA is in HTML5 format. This replaces the CHM help format, but
the content is identical and includes V10 feature updates. This change is part of the ongoing work to integrate and standardize
the documentation for Automic products.

104

Policy Orchestrator

105

11.2

106

What you can find in this section

:

107

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Processor (CPU) Minimum: 2.7 GHz 64-bit dual-core processor

Recommended: 2.7 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor

RAM 8 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 3 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 20 GB

Display 1280 x 1024 24-bit

108

Predictive Analytics (PDA)

109

In ECC, you assign PCO roles to users in the Policy Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration
perspective.

110
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Overview of SSL connection options between the ECC and Policy Orchestrator

111

Known Issues

112

Warning:  Warnung:  If you have multiple source systems (that is, more than one AE or AM database that you define
as a "UC4 System" for PCO), you have to be sure that you have separate EventBase databases for the source systems
(otherwise the data will be mixed and produce irrelevant results). Therefore, use different names in the DB Name field
for each EventBase throughout your PCO environment.

113

Typically, you define one EventBase for each source system database. You could also define more than one EventBase for a
single source system database. In this case, all EventBases are loaded with the relevant data from the source database. What
you should NOT do is to have more than one source database write to the same EventBase, because then the data will be mixed
and provide irrelevant results.

114

In ECC, you grant privileges to users in the Automation Engine/Privileges section of the Users &Groups function of the
Administration perspective.

115

Wildcard characters are not supported.

116 Introduction

Welcome to the Predictive Analytics User Guide!

117

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.
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118

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

119

In the folder where the

Policy Orchestrator

files have been extracted, run the install.bat file.

120

In this scenario you install one or more EventBases on separate databases as the Admin database.

• This is the most common installation scenario.
• Use this approach in a production environment, especially if your source data is coming from at least one medium- to large-

sized AE or AM system
• This scenario allows you to integrate multiple source systems(AE and/or AM systems, which are called "U4 systems" on

the Configuration Manager screens).

121

What you can find in this section

122

See also:

123

Resources on the Automic website

124

This guide relates to Predictive Analytics version .

125

1. Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the following :

• Policy.Orchestrator_UI.Plug-in.API_<version_and_build_number>.zip
• Predictive.Analytics_UI.Plug-in_<version_and_build_number>.zip

2. Unpack (unzip) the files.
3. From the unzipped folder, move the following files:

• Policy.Orchestrator_UI.Plug-in.API.jar
• Predictive.Analytics_UI.Plug-in.jar

To: <Tomcat>\webapps\<ECC>\WEB-INF\autoinstall directory of your ECC Tomcat directory.

(<Tomcat> is the location of your Tomcat installation and <ECC> is the folder with your deployed ECC instance.)

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://www.automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
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Do nothing else. When the ECC autoinstall programs register a new JAR file in their folder, they execute the installation of
the related plug-in automatically.

126

Policy Orchestrator (PCO)

127

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

128

By default, every EventBase is enabled. This means that after you finish the installation, users can start to work with the
EventBase. If however, you want to just define the EventBase now but not allow users to see or work with the EventBase in
the Modelling Studio or PDA, then you can disable it here. To enable it again later, you will have to restart the Configuration
Manager and check Enabled, then apply the settings as described in Step 4 - Applying the Configuration.

129

There are two approaches that you can use for creating databases for PCO/PDA when you are using MS SQL databases. You
can already have defined a database in MS SQL and then just connect it during the installation process, or you can create and
connect it during the installation process with the steps that follow. (This option is not available for Oracle databases.)

130

Bug Fixes
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Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria
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Typically, you would install PDA and maybe even the Modelling Studio on a different machine than the PCO server. You
would do this partly because the client products must be installed locally and partly for better performance. However, you
could install them on the same machine, for example, for a test environment.
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http://automic.com/company/contact-us
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Predictive Analytics
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In the meantime, please refer to the english version.
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136 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.
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Known Issues

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

138 Automic Company

Automic Software is dedicated to business automation.

Global Headquarter:

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria
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The Insight Configuration Manager opens.
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In ECC, you give users access to EventBases by selecting them from a list under the "Authorizations" heading in the Policy
Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration perspective.

141

Automic Support Site

142

In this scenario you configure the EventBase to be stored in the same database as the Admin database.

• Use this approach only for test and demonstration environments.
• Attention! You cannot create more than one EventBase with this approach.

143

Optionally, deselect the checkbox "Enabled" at the top of the screen to disable the EventBase.

144

Automic Community

145

If you have multiple source systems, give each database that will be used for an EventBase a unique name across your PCO
environment.This will prevent unwanted data mix-ups.
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User Role Purpose

DBOWNER Always mandatory.

This user role is needed to complete the installation process.

DBCREATOR Only mandatory for creating databases during
installation.

This role is needed when you want to be able to create the
database from within the installation process.

151

If you use TNS a your DB connection method, make sure that the Windows environment variable TNS_ADMIN is defined
and points to the location of your tnsnames.ora file. If you already have Oracle client installed, depending on whether the
Connection Method in your DB Connection Settings is set to "Basic" and/or "TNS", you need to activate the EZCONNECT
and/or TNSNAMES options, respectively. By default both of these connection methods are active.

152

1. Unpack the Help files.

1.1 Download and unpack the files for the documentation. Do this by downloading and unpacking the following file from
the

Automic Download Center

:

"Predictive.Analytics_Documentation_Guides_<version number>.zip"
2.1 In the unpacked files, go to the folder "Documentation\Guides\webhelp".
3.1 Unpack "Predictive.Analytics_USER_GUIDE_en.zip".

Note:  At this point, you can start the help manually by clicking the "help.htm" file.
4.1 Move the folder "Predictive.Analytics_USER_GUIDE_en" to the place you want to store the help documentation so

that it is accessible to PDA users.
2. Configure PDA to make the help accessible from the PDA Help menu.

1.1 Go to where you have PDA installed, and open the folder

<PDA-Installation>\Insight
2.1 Open the file "UC4.Insight.Modules.xml" and search for the element "<component id="HelpModule">".
3.1 In the HelpFile parameter, set the path and file name for the start file for the help, "help.htm", for example:

<HelpFile>..\..\Predictive.Analytics_USER_GUIDE_en\help.htm</HelpFile>
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Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team
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docs.automic.com
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The French version of the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the next service pack, ECC
11.2.1.
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This topic provides

158

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

159

For instructions, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide or online help.

160

Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the file

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

.zip.

161

Target Audience

162

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and Predictive Analytics
Installation Guide.
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www.automic.com
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http://automic.com/about/training/
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Bug Fixes

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.
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The data is extracted from the source database (AE or AM, which is defined on the "UC4 System" tab) and loaded into an
EventBase database for analysis. By doing this, the analytical queries do not create additional load on the operative systems.
The EventBase database can be an Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle database.
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Automic Software GmbH
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Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>
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Automic Download Center
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support@automic.com
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The Policy Orchestrator Gateway manages all communication

The ECC communicates with Policy Orchestrator via its Gateway, so you need to configure the ECC so that it can locate the
gateway. You do this in the decision.properties file, as described in the following steps:

1. In your Tomcat web server go to the folder \webapps\<ECC>\config\ecc-backends-pco, and rename the
decision.properties.sample file to "decision.properties".

2. Open the renamed file and update the configurations to describe the gateway that is to be used for the Policy Orchestrator
Plug-in in the ECC.

Parameter Description

host The host where the PCO Gateway is running.

Default: hostname

Note:  Note for SSL: This must match the hostname with
the certificate CN and gateway hostname that is defined
in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for the PCO
Gateway.

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
mailto:support@automic.com
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Parameter Description

port The port for the PCO Gateway

Default: 9898

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with
ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and
Predictive Analytics Installation Guide.

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with
ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and
Predictive Analytics Installation Guide.

path The base path of your PCO Gateway installation, which is
essentially the root path in the PCO Gateway URL.

Most installations use the default value.

enableSSL Indicates whether SSL is used to access PCO

Valid values: "true" or "false"

For complete information about using SSL to secure the
connection between the ECC and PCO,

see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with
ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and
Predictive Analytics Installation Guide.

3. Restart the Apache Tomcat service so that the configuration changes go into effect.
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11.2
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Automic Download Center
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Automic Community
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Technical Support Team
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community.automic.com
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Automic Compatibility Checker
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Policy Orchestrator
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This guide is intended for
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What you can find in this section

:
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Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team
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Known Issues
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docs.automic.com

186

The French version of the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the next service pack, ECC
11.2.1.
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This topic provides
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To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

189

Wildcard characters are not supported.

190 Introduction

Welcome to the Predictive Analytics User Guide!

191

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.
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Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.
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What you can find in this section

194

See also:

195

Target Audience
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see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and Predictive Analytics
Installation Guide.
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www.automic.com
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Resources on the Automic website

199

This guide relates to Predictive Analytics version .

200

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

201

http://automic.com/about/training/

202

Bug Fixes
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Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria
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http://automic.com/company/contact-us
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In the meantime, please refer to the english version.
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This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:
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This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.
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The Automic Team
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Known Issues

225

docs.automic.com

226

The French version of the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the next service pack, ECC
11.2.1.

227

This topic provides

228

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

229

Wildcard characters are not supported.

230 Introduction

Welcome to the Predictive Analytics User Guide!

231

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.
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Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.
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What you can find in this section
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See also:
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see "Setting Up SSL for Communication with ECC Components" in the Policy Orchestrator and Predictive Analytics
Installation Guide.
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This guide relates to Predictive Analytics version .
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In the meantime, please refer to the english version.
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copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.
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